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4 4 warned .his barkeeper
s , therefore his bond is
le to forfeiture, as it
rk who violated the law.
* opinion smacks of the
the saloonist employed his
to sell liquor during the
not on Sunday, therefore
Sabbath was violated without
*ledge: of Jones he cannot be
eld reeponsible for the acts of his
gent or bartender.
The question now arises is Mayorl'eiser responsible to Jones for re-
'yoking his license, inasmuch as it
was the bartender and not proprietor
who kept the plaee open on the Sab-bath. Of courFe there exists the or-dinance giving the mayor this power,but it seems Jones was innocent in
tarts connectam, according to Judge
Red'* oPfnion in the bond phase ofthe
 question.
1ecisi0o.of Judge Reed estab-
r listless a precedent and shows the
; bond of the grogshop proprietors is
—.susceptible to forfeiture when theyi•
violate the law. . •
Register, Eat. May, AO.
Standard, Est. April, tale.
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Judge Reed Decides He Did
,Not Forfeit His Bond.
UNDER EVIDENCE WAS
NOT GUILTY AS CHARGED
ledge, However. Rules the Bond-
Forfeit Law Is Good If
Ever Violated.
COUNCIL WILL DECIDE
AS TO APPEALING CASE
The opinion of Judge W. M. Reed
ei the circuit court yesterday was
quite an important one in the suit of
the city of Paducah against Lem
Mime fear forfeiture of the at,000
boid defendant executed on getting
. a saloon licenie from the municipal-
. The judge decided that the or-
dinange providing for the $1,00o fur•
feiture was a good one, but that it
. could nut be taken advantage of iu
this inetanee, a* Jones was not the
party who sold liquor at is saloon
4(11 Sunday, but ins clerk or bartend-
er. In reaching this conclusion the
itidge dismissed the city's suit.
The city has existing ordinance.
preventinisany saloonkeeper from
keepieg his establishment open on
Sunday. It also has' an'000nance
requiring, that when anyone is grant
ed &Aims's by the city to do busi
mos as eakemist they shall execute$tano hood as a guarantee that all
niunicipal laws will,be strictly obey-
ca. Tiegge.is still anether ordinance
ertspoweging t nrayor to revoke
the license of any grogshop keeper
letting this piete stay open on the
Sabbath. ,
The evidence in this case show -
ghat one Sabbath last fall Jones, who
was in business on North Twelfth
street beknv Trimble, went to the
country to attend a fiats fry. While
he was gone his clerk opened the sa-loon and sold liquor, but was com-
piled to clove when Jones keened
of the law violation. Jones,e was
warranted on the charge of hits placebeing kept open and tined in the po-lice court. Mayor Yeiser then tookhis license away from him, 'and in ad
Mhos' filed suit in the eitettit court
Li' compel Jones to pa, the $T,000'bond into the city treatury.
Now in deciding tbk case yester-day Judge Reed saOi the ordinance
conipelling setoonWepere to pay in
. the $1,oco if the)/ violate the oity
It laws is a .good/and valid one, butthat itt this iti)tancii it is proven
that Jones el not keep the place
open, and ha
not to de
not suscep
v.aa the
'The j
ince tha
bark'
Nee
if
411■111L.
THE LEGISLATURE!
 AMONG DEAD
THE HON. JOHN G. CARLISLE
BRIEFLY ADDRESSED THE
BODY YESTERDAY.
, At the. next evicting of the citilegislative, hoards the municipal au-thorities wi decide Whether to
peal the 'litigation, 'higher and try to
s
 get a reversal of Judge Reed% rul-ing, or let the Matter rest where it
now etands.
• -
BOTTOM FELL OUT.
-- --
Business With the - People Pepart-
ment Seems to be "On the Bum."
Things continue. pretty dyll aroundpolice headvarters, as only one it-
rest was made last night. The un-fortunale was Ed Payne, colored. whet
was iarrekeel tap by Offirer Hurley be-
scadiuto I lartf hiss suspicions loitering
Arnim/11h C. yards.
City Jailer "Thomas Evitts is find-
.intattaptesentyeyottkel in his depart-
ment alltlh,4401 Witt* only three male
ponere in the citysjail.
Interest in the Child Labor Lope and
ilcw.pap;:r aicaseresaa-Bt1
Against Sunday Ball.
caamos..aa
Frankfort, Ky., Feb! I.—The
house today took no important.- ac-
tion.
The only event of note was the
brief speech qf Hon. John G. Car-
lisle, of New York, upon invitation
of both houses. He spoke very
briefly and referred to his past life
in Kentitcvky, saying he weal in no.
woe interested in Kentuckanolitics.
The joint meeting of the immigra-
tion and labor committee today was
lively while it lasted'. Many repre-
sentatives of manufacttir' ers and la-boring men were present, but hearing
was postponed until next Wednesday.
J. C. Flournoy, J. D. Mocquot,
Thos. B. Harrison and Wm. Hum-
mel, represented Paducah manufact-
urers, while L. K. Taylor and Geo.
W. Walters. represented Paducah"s
labor organization.
In the senate printing committee
today Senator Campbell opposed
some newspaper measures and Presi-dent Gullion, of the /State Press As-
sociation, clashed with him. A hot
tight will be made over these billsin the house.
The several lawyers 'here fron
Paducah favor the head tail increaing the salary of circuit judges
as,ocio. Campbell is understood to
oppose this. 
- •
Representative Head has not intro-duced any new Police measure otherTitan the one requiring tatirty men in
second class cities. • /father state-
ments are false.
The committee ortilgion and
morals will t rellitirt favor-
ably a bill pr 'Sutiday base-ball and football games.
LOANS TO RUSSIA
TO STOP UNTIL JEWISH DIS-
ABILITIES HAVE BEEN
REMOVED
Rothschilds, Schill and Mendelsohn*
Are Said to Have Reached an
Agreement
Tourskoe-Selo, Feb. T.—The cabi-net at a 'private meeting here dis-
cussed the Jewish qui:non, whichhas become a burning one on ac-count of the financial crisis. It is
claimed in court circles that the
Rothschild., Jacob Schiff and theMendelsohn, have combined to moploans until the Jewish disabilitieshave been removed.
The tatter action he anti-Setnitesfear worse than bankruptcy, claim-ing that the-Hebrews ill monopoiizethe land, industries . and the profes-
sions. Some of the ministers arguedthat the removal of the disabilities
would settte all difficulties even now,they said.
Are Patriotic.
The Jews are patriotic, and with
civil right, they will —become the
most useful of citizens and will helpte develop Russia, just as the Jewsin the United States and Englandhave ; displayed their patriotism.
Moreover. Hebrew disabilities under
a censtitttion wenikl he an anomaly.The question is in abeyance. M.Souverint, editor of the Novoe Vre-
mya, has begun a violent anti-Jew
campaign.
Today details of cavalry surround-
ed the railroad station at Goplovin
on "the Riazin line, where a strikers
committee of thirty-Fix member(had assembled. Without a hearing
or the attendance of 'a priest they
were ordered to turh their face& tothe wall and were then shot. Mean-while eighty of the strikers. hadboarded a 'departing train.
MRS. G. H., COVINGTON, OF
WADESBORO, EXPIRED
YESTERDAY.
Overtake Them.
The military chief followed on
cars armei with Mitrailleuse guns.and speeding at the rate of zoo milesan hour ciarertook and bombarded
'the fugitiv:t train. When the latter
stopped rrst of it passengrers were(lead. Threw that were .still alive
were , ordered shot by **officers.,Everata simile; to this are reportedevery day. 
•
John I). Rockefeller ha a beenfound Ui is with 'hireosotr at 13ox-wood. N. Y.
Mrs. James Roberts Died at Clinton,
Ky." • ef Vocuseooia—Ciontron- -
Happy Passed Away.
Yesterday morning at 8 o'clockMrs. Gus Covington, of Wadesboro,Ky., died after an illness with pneu-
monia, and the funeral services willbe conducted this afternoon at t
o'clock at that place.. Mr. E. H.Covington, of this city, went downyesterday to attend the services, hebeing a brother-in-law of the de-
ceased.
Mrs. Covington -was fifty-five yeaciaoi age and had resided in Wadeapiwofor many years. She was ea verypopular woman and a nob Chris-tian lady. She was the s4fe of Dr.Gus H. Covington, the ssjttely knownphysician of that vicitaRy.
IBesides her husbaiØ she leavestwo sons, four daphters, all ofwhom are married. iccept one. Twobrothers also survive. Hew maiden
name was Miss 'Bettie Bernhart.
/ 
Sister Died.
Contracted- B. T. Davis and wifehave go1 to Clinton, Ky., where1they we called by the death of theformer' e sister, Mrs. James Roberts,who ed there Wednesday night ofpnei4nonia, after a abort illness. Mc.
avis went over- from Paris. Tenn.,iere he had been on businese
while 'his wife went down from here.The deceased was aboet fifty yearsof age and one of the best known
and most estimable Ohristian ladiesof Clinton, where she had residedfor a long time. She is survived byher 'husband and children.
Young Man Expired.
Yesterday morning shortly before6 o'clock Mg. Cameron Happy diedat his home in Mayfield after a styeral weeks' illness with kidney trou-late. The funeral services will beheld this moriting at To o'clocla there.The young man was 25 years of ageand for several years was connectedwith the Scott Hardware companyof this city. The first of last monthhis detaining health necessitated!.this resignation and be went back to ',MAN WANTED WIFE TO AC-his home where he 'gradually got COMPANY HIM EN SEARCHworse until death claimed him. OF FORTUNE.
OPEN TENTH
QUESTION TO BE BROUGHT
BEFORE THE BOARDS
SHORTLY.
People Want the Thoroughfare Con-tinued From Kentucky A ue
Through to Broadw
Judge W. M.. Reed/and AldermanW. T. Miller yesairday had a talk
about opening ']nth street fromBroadway to Antucky avenue, andthe latter wte bring the question upbefore the, ity boards shortly. Thejudge des at .Broadway and Tenth
and 4nts. the thoroughfare contintied, ver to Kentucky avenue.
- At present w,hene Tenth would runthrough from Broadway to the ave-
nue is a barren waste of commonground formerly occupied by the
tobacco warehouses that *sere de-
stroyed by fire last August. Theground belongs to Mrs. T. H. Pur-year and negotiations will doubtlessbe entered into to see if enough
cannot be bought from her to runTenth through.. the Mock. WhereTenth runs up to the avenue it is
sixty feet in width and everybod/cut that way want; it continued onthrough to Broadway so as to forman avenue of passageway back andforth.
The warehouses are not going tobe rebuilt and the ground lies va
cant. Thetsgty offered to put a pub-lic market along there if enoughground was donated free of charge,Ent the owners could not see it thatway. The municipality warrta to
open the street before .houses areagain put on the property, as whenthis is done chances of continuingthe highway through are all gone.
ANARCHISTS SHOT
WITHOUT A TRIAL
Warsaw. Feb. t.—Fotw more an-archists making i6 during the pastfortnight, were shot without trial inthe Citadel here today. Of the total15 were Jews.
.DOUBLE TRAGEDY
He was a son of Mr. Robert I.Happy, deputy revenue collectorthe U. S. government for thistrict. Besides his parents :he leave.several brothers and sisters.
Expired of Bowel Trouble.At To o'clock yesterday morningMa. George Ji Usher died :of frweltrouble at the home of Ms br
MIA C. W. Meacham, of aooSouth Third street. This afternoonat a o'clock the funeral services willbe conducted at the residence
j 
with,interment following ins the Oakland
cemetery out on the Benton road.The deceased was sixty-four years
of *age, and born in Hart county, butwhen several years old came to this
county to live conducting a farm
which he abandoned several months
ago and came to town to reside onhis health breaking.
'Beside-A his wife he is survived by
a stepedialaillhter, four sisters aml fourbrothers, one of the letter of Whom is
,,M1r. C. B. Leacher, the race horse
'n, and former driver of the citypoki patrol wagon.
; •THE ADJOURN.
County Supervisors Now Take Vaca-
tion Until Monday.
Yesterday. the -board- rtf county
Forperrisers finished raising city and
catunty property for county tax pur-
pose's. and took an adjouremenf over
Mina next Monday vohen they re-
convene to commence hearing pro-
tests from the property owners whoseland, ground, houses, etc., were
raised in valuation. For ten days
the .Goarel will -hear the complaints.
when they then wind up their- busi-
ness and turn the (hooka over to tlit
fiscal oourt county clerk.
'The city supervisors. have finished
with the complainants, but 'Wednes-
day took en adjournment over min/
Monday.
PRESIDENT FROWNS ON
CUBA'S COSTLY GIFT.
Washington, Feb. 1.—The , presi-
dent, it is said, does not lot.), with
favor upon the acceptance by *Ss
Rooseveft -of the wedding " present
planned by the Cuban' government.lie appreciates deeply the kipdlygenet/away of the Cubait peopfil, in
the bestowal of so costly a gill,-' butfeels that it would be.
it. •
Refusing She Was Shot ts Death
—Husband Them Takes His
Own Life.
Sparta, Ky., Feb. t.—Tare refusal of
Mrs. loralilliam F. Taylor to agree to
accompany tier husband to a new
country, where he hoped to better
his condition, is believed to be the
cause of her death at the handle Of her
,housband and his subsequent suicideyiesteribity afternoon.
The young couple were married ;nLouisville October 31, 19o5. RowenaBaker, the bride, was one of the best-Iodating girls in Sparta.
'Young Taylor had been bronght up
on a farm and his people were poor.
He was ambitious bo get a new coun-
try and try to get a better start in
Life. His young bridle who knew little
of the responsibilities of aide, and
'had always the comfort, of a goodhome, declined to leave the old home-
stead, saying as long as her parentslived she would continue to make herhome with them. Her husband was
also made welcome, so the young
couple settled down with her parents,
Mr. and Mks.- lvforton Baker. on their(arm in Owen county, near Sparta.He was twerity-four,and she eighteen.In a short time yotrng Taylor re-
newed his effort's to get Iris wife togo with him to a new quarter, anddiscussion last atonslay terminated
When he left the 'house and went tin
the home of his father, Jahn C.Taylor, on Sugar creek. The latter
prevailed on him to return to NS
wife, going with him to plead his
cause. •
Shortly after- the arrival at P
 the
Baker homestead, a reconciliation
being in doubt, young Taylor re-
quested his wife's little .sister to ask
her ,to come into thisepartor and give
him back his letters- written during
their courtship. The young couple
were alone in the 'room, and what was
said: between them is not known.
Taylor suddenly drew a revolver pd
ebint bit; wife ever the heart. She
turned and (ran tan of the room, as
Taybor again fired, the. shot taking
effeet in her hack. 91e felt dead in
her father's arme. Taylor then turned
the on linimillielfl'and fired,
bullet into 'Ida ileart temple
'rapier 'recently resigtied a potation
of 
'A 
atteitclitnt-M. Lakel ndnIsane
olurat 
- TAKING PROOF TYPHOID FIGURES
HON. HENDRICK DID THAT IN MR. MOORE CLAIMS FILTRA-REEVES BANKRUPT TON HAS MIT REDUCEDCASE. 
DEA,THS
dm.
. .Linnie Champion Watite A1i:no-17? 
'ae Engineer Who Superin-
of theion—Tanner Sued. Grand Rivers Furnaces,
Hon. John K. Hendrick went toMayfield yesterday morning and tookproof in the bankruptcy proceedinginstituted against Reeves Bros., bythe creditors of Louisville and otherpoints. The matter has been referredby Judge 'Waiter Evans of the UnitedStates court at Louisville, to JudgeW. P. Lee of Mayfield, as specialcommissioner, to take proof and re-ixart findings.
.Reeves Biros. were in the general
merchandise business at Mayfield,and made an assignment last De-cember. Louisville creditors filedproceedings to force them into ,bank-ruptcy, also their wives, but the lat-ter are fighting the issue on theground that they were riot membersof the firm. After taking all theproof Judge Lee will report his find-ings to Judge Evans at Louisvible.
Wants Alimony Only.
Linnie A. Chatopeon in her petitionyesterday asked the ettcuit courtjudge for alimony form heir husband,hut did not request severance of the
marital ties binding them. She at-tached his property to bie, held in
charge of the court until the litiga-tion is settled.
During June, 1896, she was teorriedto William F. Champion, and claimsthat he abandoned her Decemberord18eio. and has since declared he wouldnot return to reside with her. She
wants pnesession of Charles, their8-year-o4d boy, and the Sa,000 ali-
mony.
Attachment Suit.
The emit of. the Red Cross Laundry convene .against Sam Simoncame up yesterday in the court ofAsstice Oharke Emery. and he gavejudgment for the plaintiff. Simon
occupies a Seventh street building
owned by the plaintiff which etteeleejhis goods for $as rent due. The
court ordered the things sold and
money deducted.
Tastier's Wife.
Yesterday Rena Tanner Mel suit
against her 'husband George W. Tan-
ner for divorce, chiming that he
treatedl her etiellse-ailbila- stop
In Illinois severe/ years ago, can her
away from, borne, and caused her to
come here where she got a position
teaching in lbw ookreel public schools.She claims he followed her Isere and
has made life miserable for her for
the. several years past. during which
trine they been separated. She asics
for dissolution of their marital ties.
Tanner has claimed Prof. Benton
of thie colored schools alineated the
aff7ctions of his wife and lodged
charges against Benton in, the school
board, but that body deemed it in-
advisable to ',Mike an investigation.
Tanner and Etentxxr fcittairt several
Sunday's ago and each were fined $5o
in Ore police court.
ON THE KENTUCKY.
Mr. Landrum Shipped From New
York Bound for Vessel Iowa.
Mr. Clarence Landrum, eon of
County Clerk George Landrinn, of
Smithland, has sailed groin New
York on the battleship Kentucky.
which carries him down ,to about
Cuba, where he will be transferred to
the vessel Iowa.
Mr. Landrum was for many years,
ensign upon the vessels of. the Pa-
cific squadron, hut the first of this
year was transferred to the Atlant 
fleet. He came to Stnithland add 
spent several weeks with his parent's,
put on the eoth of last month left
for New York, where he embarked
on the namesake of this, clanamon-
wealth, en route to his new assign-
ment aboard the Iowa., He will be
promoted to a lieuterranee tare first
of next July, recommendation to that
effect having already been made by
the navy department.
-
WEDDING COUPLE.
Mr. C. 0. Lasher and Bride of Smith-
land Passed Through Yesterday.
Mr. A. L. goore, of Chicago, ar-rived in the city yesterday and willbe here several days representing alarge filtration plant. He is! wellremembered in this city, as during
'the early 9'i's he was the supervis-ing engineer conetructing the hugeiron furnaces, at G.ratict Rivers. Heresided there until 189e when he leftfor other cities to make his home.In representing 'his concern over thecountry the advances the theory thatall water works companies shouldinstall the filtration plants, and heexpect'- . white here to htiVe a con-ference with the city officials and de-liver to theirt a talk along theselines.
Yesterday he visited the differentundertaking ealabliehments of Pa-ducah and got the number, of deathsoccurring during to -.o s from ty-phoid fever. He claim., the recordshows that as many died from thatailment last year as did the preced-ing twelve month', notwithstandingthat in 1904 the water works did not(have a filtration department, whichwas started lip some time last year.He. gathers these statistics, deliv-ers talks to the public officials andthen lets them decide to do whateverthey think advisable. He attributestyphoid fever deaths to impure wa-ter.
.M1r.. C. 0. Usher and bride. of
Smithhandi, were in the city yesterday
en route South on their bridal tour.
They were married tle night before
at that city's Methodist •eitercht which
WakS crowded with friends, the nup-
tial's 'being ,quite a feshionable a air.
The bride was formerly Miss se-
plyine Pres/nen,' and the pair
In • two Weeks to resume the
ha that ncighbotieg
tZ
Richmond Wants Normal School,Richmond, Ky., Feb, t.—A delega-tion will go to Fraifent today tooffer to the legislature the groundsand 'buildings of Central Universityfor state normal school purposes. Thetrustees of the old university haveagreed to give the state the property,provided) the state normal 'school isestablished
NEW SEXTON
JOSEPH MATTISON CHOSLAST NIGHT FOR THAT
PLACE.
-11trar1,km. in Thirty Years Oa*of the Messrs. Porteous Does
Not Fill Position,
Mr. Puente Mattison, the ex-florist
and former member of the ',drool
'board, was last evening at the meet-ing of the joint ceinetery Conmigrteeof the municipal iegisiathre bounds,elected sexton of Oak Grove ceme-tery, to fill out the un-expired por-tion of the term; of the late WilliamPorteous. Mir. Mattison will takecharge immediately, just as quick astire cemetery and recorde can beturned over to 'him.
Mfr. Mattison is a most excllentgentleman who for many years con-ducted the Mattison flower gardens
on Sixth and, 'Husbands streets. Heie a very conservative but progressive
'business man, and will doubtless
make a sexton to the utmost satis-faction of all. For many years be
ably reprisented his. ward in the
school board, going Out the first oflast month, with the balance of the
tietivoerats, only two of whom RTC
now in the body.
sexton of the cemetery has to
the last residence on the
eight hand side of Trinable street,
right adjoining the burying pjeetmd.
ills home is ovinedl by the city and
the sext-Atii ha* the free use of It (itPT-
i ng 1115 Service in that public capacity.just as 50041 a, the Messrs. Porteous
can vacate the property the new sex-
ton will move down from his present
residence on Sixth and liushatelle
'tree t
By election . of Ma. Mattison a
e'hange for the first time in Many
year* is made in the fftextondtip,
whiuidllhas been in the family of the
Portesitna hir a long while. Mi. Por-
teous:. Sr.. tarok the position about
thirty years ago and held it until
about ai396, when tte died and was
succeeded) by his son, the late Mr.
WiBians Aottecnis, both of whom
made tnirist excellent offiviake. Every
since 'the death of the latter there
has been acting 'sexton his brother,
Mao James Porteous!, end_ not Mr,
JOhrt POrteotisa who is in .kasfreville,
N. C., for his health.
ant
Panama tratli a asexecoo tire Thurs-
day, several Meek* .in bissitfes Part
Of the NANO$01101101WOL Severaa
refit see tepOOkti ',siestas.
a
111 eise--ttr
CAMPBELL INTRODUCES sof his e
„. .11319.'•41,!•1913.1133111161.
ight 0trint414 - ANL 
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BRACKET OWEN WANTS THE
'CITY TO STOP ADVERTIS-
ING PROPERTY.
There Is Dismissed the Damage
Suit of Florence Story Against
George Gibbs.
Judge Reed yesterday started call-
ing over Ale equity docket in ihe
circuit court, and made orders in
over too cases, submitting some for,
trial, continuing others, entering first
one and then another kind of order.
'He is now trying Ube different mat-
ters and continues at this for about
three weeks, when he goes to Ben-
ton to hold criminal and civil court.
There was submitted yesterday a
case of quite an intricate nature, it
being the one of Brackett Owen
against the city of Paducah. Mr.
Owen owns the island out in Dille mid
die of the river opposite the marine
ways of this city. The municipal au-
thorities claim that he should pay
city taxes on the island, while he
contends that tthe island is surround
ed by water and divided from the
city by a river half a rnik wide. The
nrunkipahty claims jurisdiction to
the low water line on the other side
of the river, and bases this in its
contention for taxes. Mr. Ow=
claims that the propectss just like
country property, outside The cor
porate limits, therefore not taxable.
The city has, assessed the property
every year for a long time and Mr.
Owen naturally refuses to pay. Now
he brings a suit to prevent the mu-
nicipality from assessing the island,
and then advertising it for sale and
stating 'him on the delinquent list
when he refuses to pay the tax. The
property never was sold but Mr.
Owen wants to be relieved of the
hither of having it flaunted in the
paper that he is delinquent vilsen he
is not.
There was continued until the next
term of court the suit of Taylor &
Lucas against J. S. Bordeaux for
money claimed due from defendant
to plaintiffs for representing Bor-
deaux as legal counsel when he was
in such a peck of trouble last sum-
mer at the time the downfall of the
People's Home Purchasing corn
pany started.
There was dismissed the suit of
Florence Story against George Gibbs
wherein plaintiff sought to recover
$5,000 damages oi. the ground that
she was seduced by Gibbs, itho is a
dealer in timber ,down near
Odgen's Landing in Ballard county.
There was dismissed the suit of
John McHenry 'against En C. Ter-
ell. Plaintiff put the tar composi-
m roof on Terrell's stable when it
r., built on South Third street near
.entucky avenue. McHenry sued
trid got judgment against Terrell as
the Water refused to pay on the
ground that the roof was defective.
Terrell took the matter to the appel
late court, where he won.
There was stricken from the dock-
et the proceeding of Lillie Stewart
against John B. Hobson, whic'h has
conegictisla with the 'settlement of
the estate of the late Herbert H.
'Hobson. 
.
There was stricken from the dock-
et the diverce litigation of Ida Hes-
sig against Dr. II. T. Hessig. The
plaindff sued defendant for divorce
last year and afterwards was found
linead in her room. As she is now
ong the silent majority the action
is dismissed, liessig having been
married since her demise. The at
torness for the plaintiff, Hendrick,
Miller & Marble, were allowed $150
for their legal Services.
Ten Per Cent BroaCway investment.
For $3,500 we offer a 3-story brick
business building between First and
Second street, lot 18x65, that will pay
permanently to per cent net on the
investment. Nothing better in Pa-
ducah than this for a safe business
building investment.
Whittemore kcal estate Agency,
Fradenity building. 13ot% phones 835
BOMBS ARE FOUND
ALL OVER RUSSIA
Government Distributing Arms to
Enable Owners of Estates to
Defend Their Property.
St. Petersburg, Jan. 3r .--The gov-
ernment is finding ample justification
for its severe policy against the rev-
olutionists in the constant discover-ies of bombs, bomb factonies and de
pots of arms and munition 9 in all
parts of the empire, .which are now
so commonplace that suds matters
scarcely obtain individual mention in
the papers. The, Novoe Vremya to-day, 'however, prints half a column of
statistics of last iveek's captures,
showing the seizure of bombs in a
score of cities and the discoveries of
'regular bomb laboratories, explosives,
end filled and unfilled bombs at Ek-
aterinburg, Samara, Riga. Vikutrk,Stiwalki and Ekaterinoslay. Terror-ists having ire their possession two to
'twenty bombs haste been arrested at
Warsaw, Minsk, Vitebsk, Lodz,
Odessa, Gornel and Tiflis. There
have 'been attempts to kill police,
military or civil offrcefe at Warsaw,
Pinsk, Riga, Gomel, Tiflis, Minks
andkother efties. Mouth not *Ind
ell in the Novoe ytkinly4t Sot, baba
"WOrs'essiiiesiiikna;
I RIIIINFM.,1011
the Prokaroff and other factories at
Moscow still result in finding explo-
sives and weapons.
To curb the revolutionary out-
breaks and enable estate owners to
defend their property against fur-
ther peasant uprisings, the govern-
ment is distributing the arms rapt-
ered on the British steamer John
Grafton, sunlit in the Gulf of Bothnia,
Finland, in September last, arrePrifles
ant! revolvers captured elsewhere to
res:ponsible applicants, and is also
permitting the organization of armed
estate guards, which pre often com-
posed of veterans and commanded by
former non-commissioned officers of
the regular army.
NOT A CRIME 'pa FORGE
REGISTRATION CERTIFICATE.
Peculiar Ruling of a Virginia Judge
in Election Case in Virginia.
Norfolk, Va., Jan. 31.—Judge-
Ilanckle decided Tuesday, that under
Virginia statutes forgery cannot be
committed as a crime except Where
the name of another is signed to a
paper which subjects the person
whose name is forged to a pecuniary
liability, and as a result G. M. Bald
inger, a schoolboy, twice convicted
for forging registratiom transfers in
art effort to change the result of a
democratic primary election here,
and given two years in the peniten-
tiary, escaped his sentence. The
court 'held him for attempting to al-
ter registration books, which is only
a misdemeanor, and Baldinger plead-
ed guilty, was given ten days in jail
arid fined ;too and costs.
Claim Notice.
All parties holding claims against
the estate of Emily Graham, are di-
rected to present them to the under-
signed, properly certified to, else
they will be barred, according to law.
CHAS. T. GRAHAM, Adm'r.
THE PRESIDENT
WANTS TO 'KNOW.
Interstate Commdce Commission
Asked for Report on Alleged
Railroad Merger.
Washington, Jan. 31.—In response
to the resolution of the house of rep-
resentatives, President Roosevelt
Tuesday called on the interstate com-
merce commission for a report re-
garding the alleged existence of a
combination or arrangement between
the Perrns-ylvania Railroad company,
the altimore & Ohio, the Chesapeake
& Ohio and other railroads in viola-
tion of the ant id rust kw. The reso-
lution as amended in *e house pro-
vided that the information should be
furnished only in case it should not
be deemed incompatible with the
public interests to do so. The fact,
that the president sent the resolution
to the commission immediately upon
its receipt is indicative that he does
not so regard it.
Chairman Knapp at once called his
colleagues into conference, and the
repby is in course of preparation.
Inquiry as the office of the inter-
state commerce commission today
disclosed the fact that the only data
upon which the commission can base
its report outside of matter already
of pliblic knowledge, is contained in
the reports of the railroads them-
selves annually supplied to the com-
mission in accordance with the re-
quirements of law. These reports
the commission have regarded, as
confidential, but it is understood' that
details of management and owner-
ship of stocks, trondsi, etc., are given
in them vdhich throw considerable
light upon the subject in issue.
CHICAGO CRIMINAL
COURT 'REINFORCED
Eight Judges Will Tackle Docket of
Ninty Cases of Murder and
Attempted Hornieide.
iChicago, Jan. 31.—The depth of the
people's feelings and purposes re-
garding crime in Chicago was re-
sponsible for two „stirring anti-crime
reeetings yesterday. At a meeting
di the Anti-Crime League the senti-
ment was unanimous for $1.000 sa-
loon licenses—a measure which will
at once provide funds for the em-
ployment of more policy:hoed and re-
duce the number of 'barrooms.
At a session of the Law and Order
league the Rev. Jlohn Norris HaN,
pastor of Weal-ET Miethodirst Episco-
pal church, and leader in anti-crime
agitation since the Hollister murder,
presented an account of the pursuit
of a %semen member of Iris congrega-
tion by a degenerate youth. The in-
cident occurred in the afternoon and
illustrated the prevaiiHng condition.s
Which have wrought up pubkic senti-
ment to a pitch never before known.
It was announced by the state's at-
torney that 'beginning today eight
judges would sit in the criminal court
and endeavor to cleat up the "calendar,
Whichi includes the cases of ninety
men and women eharged with minder
and attempted homicide.
The legislative committee, appoint-
ed to inspect the state prisons, will
recommend the appropriation of
$5,000 for the sstablishrisent of a
special ward for consmnptives in the
Eddyvilie penitentiary. In is believed
at appropriation will be mat* for a
si ;tar ward at Frankfort.
vote of 65 to 21 the Croan
lavo was passed by the house
7
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..v.ir„ 410,
rector of the Hlanrburg- American
Line, announced this afterntxm that ci
the German steamer Silvia of that
SIX KLLED IN WRECK.
Norfolk, Va., Jan. 31.—A disas-
to trous wreck occurred' on the Sea7
board Air Line railway between
Hamlet, N. C., and Columbus, S.
C., early Tuesday by which four
persons are officially reported dead,
and by which .two others are said by
cuaren rept:sits there to have been
killed. The wreck was between a
northbound, passenger train and an
extra freight train, southbound from
Hamlet, S. 'C.
COL. R. A. MAYES DEAD.
Mayfield, Ky., Jan. 31.—Col. R.
A. Mayes, cashier of the _City Na•
tional bank, died yesterday after-
noon at 3:ao o'clock, after an illnesa
of only forty-eight hours of pneu-
monia. He was one of the best
known business men of Mayfield,
having been born in this city March
22, 1840. He had been lawyer,
merchant, banker, and leaves a widow
and three children who will inherit
an estate valued at about $50,000.
MEETING MAY MEAN
VERY MUCH
London, Jan. 3r.—It is probable
that Copenhagen will be the scene
of a great gathering of monarchs.
The German kaiser is going there.
King Edward will probably go and
the czar is expected there. Great
consequenoes may therefore follow
the death of King Oiristian.
A bill was introduced in the house
of the general Npsembly provides
that every fire and l'fe insurance coin
pany doing 
busines, 
in the state
,Shall keep on 
depo i\(
with the in-
surance commissioner Bonds and se-
cureties of par value of jloo,000, to
be subjected to derntark against
such company reduced to jtidgment.
The recent mak of Daviess )county
tobacco consummated by the tosis-
ville Tobacco W arehou c omp a riz
was made to the Imperial Tobacco
company of Englarall The 2.270 h. /1/S-
heads transferred will be shipped to
Liverpool.
NOTICE!
Highest price paid foe socoadimmill
Sto-Ves ar2d
Rim? itZa re.
Buy anything and sell evie7thing.
line, which left Vladivostok Monday
with a large nurniber of Russian Moving wagon in oonneetion.
ACK AT WORK troops, who were returning home, '•struck a mine and had to return' ina sinking Condition to Vladivostok,
where she was run ashore in ordat
to prevent her becoming a total loss.CONDUCTOR THOMAS KING With the exception of a cook, no live-s
HAS RECOVERED FROM aro mentioned as having been lost.INJURIES.
Officer. James Clark Will Be Able
Come Back to Work in Two
Weeks—Ailing People,
Conductor Tlhornws King, of the
street car company, has resumed
work after being off about six weeks
or two months, as a result of some
one shooting him through the leg
While aboard his car on Third near
Tennessee street. He has fully re-
covered, being able to get around
without his crutdhes and, is again on
his ' regular run.
King was-- coming down Third
street one Saturday night when two
met- got on the car and got into an
argument with 'him about the fare.
They got off about Third and Ten-
nessee and one shot King in the leg.
John Smedley, the bricklayer,
arrested on the charge, but
could not identify him as the
and he was released.
was
King
man,
Be Out in Two Weeks.
Dr. Troutman yesterday statlid he
thought Officer James, Clark would
he able to leave the house in about
two veseks and resume work upon
the police force. The patrolman
can sit up in his room now and
walk from chair to bed, but cannot
venture upon the leg for any length
of time, no matter how short. He
was shot Christmas day by the ne-
gro John Tice at Eleventh aid
Broadway, and it seems that puss
continues forming in the calf of his
leg and this has to be le out period-
ically, but the doctor thinks he will
be all right in about two weeks.
Sick People.
Mr. C. A. Torrence, the Eighth
and 'Havrisor street grocer, is able
to be out after several days of ill
!Mss.
Jalee Mlack is very low with heart
trouble at the poor farm, where he
has been confined for some months.
The doctor does not think he will
get well.
The little 5-year-old son of Mr.
Thomas Kaler, of West Tennessee
street, is ill with scarlet fever. He
lives at the edge of town.
GERMAN SHIP
STRIKES MINE
— - -
Was Leaving Vladivostok With Rus-
sian Troops—No Lives Lost.
Berlin, Jan. 31.—Herr Bailin, di- 218-220 Cowl street. Old phone z3tIL
em Fraasioli.• •
ARRANGEMENT OF SCHEDULES AND TRANSFERS ON SOUTH 6TH
AND 3RD ST. BELT UNE AND JACKSON ST.
Car leaves Fourth and Broadway for Sixth and Broad, via
Every so Minutes.
On the hour and at to, 20, 30, tao arid 50 miuulies past the
between 6:oo a. rn. and zo:oo p. m.
Car !cafes Fourth and Broadway for Sixth and Broad, via
Every 20 Minutes.
On the hour and at 20 and ao minutes past the hour
Between 6:oo a. m. and zo:oo p. m.
Car leaves Fofarth and Broadway for Jackson street
Every 20 Minutes.
At to, 30 and 50 minutes past the 11-tir
between 6:to a. rn. and 9:50 p. m.
Car leaves Sixth and Broad,' via Third street.
At to:oo, 10:20, to:eo and Ivo° p. m.
Car leaves Sixth slid Broadway, via Third street
Every zo Minutes.
On the hour and at To 20, 30, 40 and 50 minutes pat the hour
between 6:io a. m. and zo:oo p. m.
Third stre t
hour
South 6tr St.
a
Car leaves Sixth and Broad. via Stith Sixth street
Every 20 Minutes.
At to, 30 and so minutes past the 'hour.
between 6:10 a. m. and zo:oo p. m.
Car leaves 'Twelfth and Jackson
Every 20 Minutes.
On the hour and at 20 and 40 mintitee past the hour.
between 6:20 a. m and motto p. m.
Owl car leans Sixth arid Broad, via South Sixth streetAt to:to, 10:30, 10:50 and 11:10 p. rn.
Passengers can get transfers at Fourth and Broadway from theabove cars to all other lines.
• Passengers taking inbound Third street Short Line car may transferto southbound Belt Line car at Third and Norton streets.
Pacsengers taking inbound Third street Short line car may transferat Fourth and Broadway to Jackson street car.
Passtnigers taking Jackson str*t car may transfer to outboundBelt Line car at Sixtrh and Jackson.
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Steam and trot Water:Heating.
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n Wall Paper.
•THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT HAS
EVER BEEN OFFERED TO THE PUBLIC. YOU CAN PAPER
A ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILING AND BORDLR TO MATCH
FOR THE SeALL SUM OF ONLY 65 CENTS. NICE PLAIN PLU-
RAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS ARA SELLING AT 6 CENTS Pi.
ROLL, WE WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY :144c PER SINGLE ROLL,
OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL, ALL NEW AND BEAUTIFUL
DESIGNS ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT 5c, zoc, 15c, SOC
AND UP TO $3.00 PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL KINDS. ALL PRICE*.
TO SLIT THE PEOPLE. NEW PA NELL EFFECT, INGRAINS
DESIGNS IN CORNICE AND—EVERY CONBIEVLABLA t
OR AND LOVELY AFFRINGED BORDERS TO MATCH. ALL
COLORS IN BURLAPS.. ALSO HANDSOME WOOD EFFECTS iN
JAPANESE FIBRE., ALL COLORS. THE VERY LATEST DE-
SIGNS IN ALL NEW PAPERS WE MAIO CARRY A FULL LINE
OF HEADINGS, ROOM MOULDING, PICTURE FRAMES, WIN-
DOW SHADES, C,AMVAS, TACES.AND BUILDING AN DROOPING
PAPER& :ALL AND SEE OUR NICE LINE OF SAMPLES AND
BE CONVINCED THAT WE WILL TREAT YOU RIGHT AND
GIVE YOU THE BIM VALUES FOR THE MONEY.
Corner 3rd & Kentucky Ave.
 MEW •
Undertakers and Embalmers,
30 SOUTH THIRD ST, PADUCAH. KY-
MAIM, 
 EFIN6ER &JO., 
GAR W. WHITTEMORE, ,
• 
'IA •
REAL EFTATE 4GENC11
PADUCAH REAL EST/a'r.... WESTERN KENTUCKY !ARM Z. LASS
SIONTELY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVES MENT. WESTERN
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL A D PRICE LIST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. 'SEND F ET.
sliati.• 12 W. WAITYLMO 1PaslhauseL
miThe Largest Fortu ein.
Is made up of single dollars
Open an account today \
at this bank and
lay the found-
ation for
...YOUR FORTUNE...
0.9
You can start for $1. We pay four
: : : per cent. compound interest : : :_ 
MECHANICS
and
FARMERS
SAVINGS BANK
J. K. HEBIDttiCi. J. G. MILLER
WM. MARBLE.
Hendrick, Miller
and Marble.
LAWYERS
Rooms t, sod 3 Register %MIL
Mg. 323 1-3 ST03411111y.
--227--
Broadway,
Lemon Chill Tonic
IS A GENERAL TONIC.
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY.
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROU-
BLES AND WILL RESTORE THE
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PER
FECT HEALTH.
FOR SALE AT ALL DRUG
STOKES.
Practice in ell ths vowels of elm
eoutii•miba.onaike.
,•
HUMANE SOCIETY
HON FLAL CORBICTT NOW
DRAWING BY-LAWS FOR
BODY.
\14)ciety Will Have Investigating
Agent Who Is To Get Up Evi-
dence Against Guilty.
lion Hal Corbett, the attorney, is
. at work drawing up the by-laws
- constitution that wilt be used
the newly organized 'Humane so-
ety, and) he expects to finish with
tern within a few days. He is de-
ting his leisure moments. and) just
I soon as the docomente are corn-
led he wila turn them over to the
workers who will call a session
t 
4i...1
..: organization for parpOse oi
'ng them Lawyer Corbett is
kg*l advisor" for the society and
'ugly furnishes his services
's. In cirawing up the by-taws
be applied' locally, the meinibers
i being aided to a certain extent by
, regulatione prevailing at other
re's, copies, of the documents for
outside cities having been pro-
red in order it could be seen how
ewe were conducted.
t is the intention of the officials
the society to have an agent re-
ting a regular compensation,
ise duties it dm* be to go around
I thoroughly investigate every case
ruelty to anitnale or other abuaea.
agent will get witnesses, evi-
te •and her neceseary data, so
when anyone is warranted and
led into the police court for beat-
en animal urmiercifully, sufficient
else for quick conaaction ,iiefil be
I ediately introchiced. The object
no iv to never get anyone in ihe
:., unless they have a sure case
Pm them. and looking towards
end, the investigating agent will
1 to Attorney Corbett what he
out about cases reported of
ty. and the lawyer then decides
dente sufficient exists for a con-
"le ei, which wilt be secured in the
• if possible, Mk. Corbett always
eg the city attorney to prose-
the guilty.
:.W CONSTABLE
'WAS LANGDON IS AP-
iINTED TO FILL A
VACANCY.
Cbertson Qualified Before the
sty Clerk As a Constable—
Deeds Recorded.
nas Langdon yesterday quaii-
fifore the county court as con-
s for the third magisterial &I-
ON° one was elected for this
pis during the November eke-
Jludge Lightfoot appointed,
aingdon Who has been booa-
k at times for several establish-
nehmen the city.
Property Sold.
$1,500 J. E. Graham sold to
le A. Crawford property lying
irIattle Bayou creek section of
Orgy. The deed was lodged for
yesterday -with the county
in the county was bought for
ty George Duncan from J. T.
lath Etiairiitton sold to Au-
Stinker for $1 and other corteid-
r1 property at Fourteenth and
.1% streets.
J. T. Harper sad to
Eilliarper hind lying out in the
coi
isa Denker transferred to
Eli Edrington for $1, property
at tndi Harrism streets.
Denkter *old to Montane
Defce $1, property at Four-
teed 11atti11011 streets.
Aucksiph sold to E. W. Witte-
eno Vim, property on the south
neve between Thirteenth
streets.
am& others', hinight
E. Morgan for $2.000.
Second and Washington
froty
proet
atre
COU
Notery Public.
Mein coralified 'before the
k as a notary public..
censed to Marry.
J. ester ,altd Victoria Richey.
this city, were granted a
liect iarry by the county clerk.
MR LAND AND
ATOR GRADY SHAKE
---- -
Old ces Forgotten at Former
Reception by the
York Legislature.
'Al y.
' 
Jan. 31.—Grover
IC di former President of
the tate,. tend formes gov-
ern° Mete of New York, who
is in with Maw. Cleveland to
attien address the centennial
agar t State Merlicay society.
was guest Tuestiae of the
"state pee. both homes meeting
in jo in in the assembly
ehiamnfrceiye liim.
ly chamber gallerice
and Wel f' crowded Mr.
«aaao tO the .c41 air
41111116.11 int flv. I
I was actively in your midst, and it
is with pleasant reflections that I look
back to theme I once knew
the New York legislature, but time
ins wrought many changes, and I
now find myself looking into faces
almost entirely new. Alt hough I
.ciee owe allegiance to another state,
aim still deeply interested in New
York state andi the work of its legis-
lative body. I am cimfident that the
legislation which you will enact at
this session will not only be -beneficial
to the state of New York, but will
have a salient effect throughout the
country. 'Phis is all I have to say
except that I look forward to a
hand-to-hand shake with every mem-
ber of this body." (Applause.)
Mir. Cleveland took his position in
the centeraisle of the house, and each
of the senators in turn Was presented
by Lieut. Gov. Bruce.
Nahing eventful occurred until
Senator Grady extended his hand,
which Mr. Cleveland warmly grasped.
Tbe spectators, recal;ing former
strenuous differences between the
two, broke into hearty etwers and ap-
plause.
WORTEN'S CASE
SUBMITTED WHERE HE TRIES
TO GET OUT OF PAY-
ING TAXES.
Wanted Treasurer to Renew License
At Old Figure Last Month, But
Effort Futile.
Yeaterclay in calling over the
equity docket of the circuit court,
Judge Reed had submitted to him the
cult coort for some months, but just
city of Paducah, wherein plaintiff is
trying to get out of paying certain
taxes due the municipality upon
property Worten owns lucre. He
seeks to restrain the city from col,
lecting the amount. and- the pro-
ceedirrg has been pending in the cir-
cuit court for eons eneonths, but jtnt
gets to the judge who silt de-
cide same within the next week or
two.
Worten (seems to be trying to get
out of paying the $5 raise made to
licenses the city charges lawyers to
do business here. Lam year attor-
neys paid a license of Po to the city
for privilege of conducting a law
office. The first of last month the
new legislative boards forpthe city, in
revising their license ordinance, stip-
ulating what every profession and
baseness shall pay this year to do
business, raised the mainicipal license
of the attorneys from Po to $ig. No
ordinance becomes a taw until it is
published in the official newspaper,
and before the new license bill was
printed. Wlorten went to the office of
Tremitirer jotin it. Dorian and asked
to have his Isessayerae license renewed
for 1906 fit alloved a $to bill at the
treasurer. silid flee hitter informed
hies the legislative authorities had
raised to his the license for attoe-
neya. Worten tried to reason with
the treasurer that his license Amid
be renewed at $to, as the new license
ordinance had rwst yet been printed
in the official newspaper. 111w tress-
met was onto his job Shiongh, and
refused to issue a renewal for $10.
Setans tinsiliet thwarts& in his efforts
to akin tha eitiy" out of $5 by this
method, which he alone tried to work
on the treasurer, Worten Owned
upon his heel and left the office, re-
fusing to pay any more for the
at that time.
Printing of the ordinance in the
paper is only to let the world see
what figures were established, and
does not affect the ?legality of the
measure, but Worten thought he
could work the treactiret into accept-
ing the $i°, which would be a saving
of $5 for hist
ill tv,,
MOVE TO REPEAL STANDARD
OIL'S NEW JERSEY CHARTER
Resoaution Directing Attorney Gen-
eral to Install Proceedings Of-
fered in Senate at Trenton.
9
Trenton, N. J., Jan. 31.—In the
state s•eii a te yesterda y Mk. Minttrrn
introduced the following resolution:
'Whereas>, It appears; from testi-
nuonyi of witnesses produced in New
York city in the case. of the state of
Missouri against the Standard Oil
company that the iniquities and evils
incident to this greatest of all trusts
are due to the laxity of the corpora-
tion laws of this state under the pro-
visitors of Which the Standard
Oil acompany, of New Jer-
sey, was organized, and that the laws
of the different states and the United
Smite's, ane habitually violated by its,'
agents and- subsidiary corporations to
the subverSion of popular rights and
the lasting • disgrace of our state.
Therefore, be it
'Resolved, By the
state of 'New Jer
.assembly concurr
ney geneeab be, and -he is hereby,
directed to institute legal proceed-
ings in the name of the state against
the Standard Oil company, of New
Jersey, and its subsidiary corponi-
tions in the sita* for the purpose
of entailing and foi felting the.ohter-
ter pi such ecnnpany upon the ground
of. the aioilltints of the common' law
relati*. to neanottollea and of-. the
Blilitielitivi-attel laver saintly! to
ate of the
the house of
, than the attor-
MINISTER RETURNS
REV. W. H. PINiERTON, COMES
TODAY FOR FEW DAYS
. REST.
He Will
Next
Be Here to Remain
Week When He Goes
Wilmington, Ohio.
This evening Rev. W,. a. Pinker-
ton iv expected home from Kenton,
Ohio, where -he has been for the past
three wee4ca conducting the series of
protracted meetings in the Christian
church... -He remains here until about
next Tuesday, when he goes to Wil-
mington, Ohio, to start revivals
!Isere.
M. Pinkerton opened at Kenton
e-r's wonth and had intended
closing the Sunday just past, but such
grep.t good was aecomphslied and the
community so thoroughly aroused by
his irrestible efforts, that they urged
him to continue and cancel the Wil-
.mington engagement. He could not
do this, but prolonged the meeting
until last night when he closed. He
was to have gone to the Hiram col-
lege at Hiram, Ohio last night and
deliver an address to the theological
institution there, but such pressure
was brought upon him at Kenton
to continue a few days into this
week, that he secured the services, of
another, who was sent to make the
collegeate address, before the several
hundred' students applying themeekves
there with intention of entering the
nriitiotry as a lift
After his few days rest 'here he
goes to Wilmington where he will
remain for several weeks conducting
the services. 'He has engagements
for many months ahead-, and this is
ample evidence that the people of
that vicinity have the- same realiza-
tion as exists here, that be is one
of the leading and most brilliant
divines in the field, and his services
are needed everywhere to accomplish
*rat good like always cuhnitrated
with his •Paducali woele.
He wall be cordially welcomed back
for a few days by the entire commun-
ity which highly regards him and his
presence.
WIFE DISMISSED
TH.E COURT DISMISSED
CHARGE OF ADULTERY
YESTERDAY.
Samuel Bryant Had Employed Neg-
ress to Watch His Home—Vel
Patterson Is Dismissed.
Yesterday morning in the police
court Judge Sanders dlietniseed the
warrant charging 011ie Bryant and
Thome... Waywick with adultery. the
evidence introduced not being con-
clusive.
The testimony sthowed that the
won'nr, husband, Samuel Bryant.
had employed a negro man .aml wom-
an to watch his home on Ohio be-
tween Third and Fourth streets, to
see how his wife acted, from whom
he la.: .,aparated after instituting in
the circuit court a suit for divorce.
The darkiee teatified they saw Way-
nick going in the place, but could
not prove anything.
'lion. Hal Corbett represented the
wife and showed evidence that the
'husband had signed an instrument of
writing, in which he said he was
wrong when he accused bis wife in
the divorce suit of infidelity, and that
he wanted her to agree for the inat
to be doe:Weed immediately and then
dismissed.
The only other case- before Judge
Sanders was that charging Vel Pat-
terson, nest-etas, with threatening to
cut the throat of -George Bibbs, col-
oret with a rator. This meitter was
diemiosed also.
NEWS IN BRIEF.
In the federal court at Chicago
Milenday Louis C. Krauthoff. formerly
general counsel for Armour & Co..
testified that Commissioner Garfield
assured himi that if the packers gave
access to. their books the information
secured would not be used in any
criminal prosecution.
The Rev. Matthew O'Keefe, who
was the last surviving brigade
chaplain of the ,Confederate army,
died at Townson, Mkt. He was with
Miaironc's brigade' of the Army of
Nerthen Virginia, and was an inti-
mate friend of Gen. Rober• E: Lee
and Jefferson Davis.
A soldier had been wounded in
the face. A man asked him in which
battle he had been injured. "In the
first battle of Bull Run," he replied.
"But how could you get hit in the
face at Bull Run?" "Well, sir," said
the church and stay there.
had run a mile. Or two I got careless
and looked: back." •
•
HELEN JASPER.
BY ra.matx HIIBBITRT O'HAJLA:
Marlowe was in to-day and really
seemed quite enthused over his new
fencing master. Marlowe thinks there
never before was such a fencer as this
new instructor, and Marlowe himaelt
Is no novice at the trick.
But I'll wager a penny Marlowe's new
to o  fellow couldn't hold a candle to a, cer-
tain young chap I happened to know
back some seven or eight years ago.
It was down in the tropics when I was
In the service. I was clerk to old Henry
Jasper
--Henry Chauncey Jasper—per-
haps you've heard of him. If you have
not, I may as well tell you he had some-
thing like a half million and was down
In the tropics just to pleats his only
daughter, Helen—and a dream she was,
too, just about twenty and not a month
c"reldO Jasper's one hobby, besides Helen,
was fencing, and I can tell you he took
a pile of pride in his skill at the foils.
Well, one day there strolled into tho
consulate a tall, handsome fellow with
the biggest, dreamiest brown eyes I
ever saw on a man. His cheeks shone
red through the olive of his complexion
and I marked him down, right then and
there, as a heart smasher, and proud of
the profession, too.
While I was sizing him up he was
asking in his low, musical tones:
"May I speak with the American con-
sul, Mr. Henry Chauncey Jasper, I be-
liever
I led him to Jasper. Later I learned
that he had come with a letter of in-
troduction. being the nephew of an ac-
quaintance and sometime friend of the
consul. I wasn't much surprised when
Jasper told me the fellow was a Euro-
pean prince, Henri Delavour by name.
As time went along Prince Henri came
oftener and oftener to the consulate,
and mostly spent his time with Helen.
If he were a heart smasher, as I had in-
ferred, you couldn't have told it from
Helen's ar!tude (I confess I watched the
case with interest), although her feel-
ings might have been anything from re-
pressed contempt to deep love.
The father all this time was becoming
something of an admirer of the prince.
Onc day the prince came into the con-
sul's rooms looking pretty much "down
in the face." The expression in his eyes
couldn't help but make one feel sorry
for him. What seemed mighty etre
was that he carried a sword in hie
He went to Jasper, speaking qui 7
to the point.
"Mr. Jasper," he said, have come
to you upon rather an e lag er-
rand. I gambled a bit hisirtly last night,
and the consequence4 I haven't enough
money to take me Dome To tell the
truth, Mr. Jeagter, I have no money' et
all left: I can cable, of course, but I
don't want to, sir. I have remained
here longer than I should . . . and '
H&c.; air, topriesnpuszl.directly to the
point—can you lend me enough' all
return It as soon as I reach home. You
know my mesh well *sough to believe
me, and tbis sword Is sufacient security.
I pleas, for these jewele In the hilt are
worth a fortune, they say"
Henri lay the sword upon the desk be-
fore their and waited for the consul to
speak. If old Jasper was pleased with
the fellow's frankness he was enraptured
with the sword. Probably this led him
to make the offer he did.
"The sword is an excellent one—a
marvel!" he exclaimed. "I'll tell you
what I'll do—of course you fence
prince?"
Henri nodded, smiling.
"Well, air, suppose we fence to decide
the question. If you can beat me at
fencing, prince, you shall have anything
you ask. If not, then you forfeit the
sword. In either case, though, let me
assure you that I'll advance the loan.
and gladly. Is It r go?"
Still smiling the prince again nodded
Jasper took down his sword and the
two removed their coats and collars and
roiled up their sleeves.
For a long time they thrust and par._
red, neither gaining an advantage
Jasper must have seen that he had met
his match and the prince stirely must
have realized that a victory over his an-
tagonist might be gained only by the
most subtle trickery.
And that. indeed, was what won the
day. It was a trick learned in Italy
that enabled Henri to snap the consul's
blade, and then he stood, his point Just
touching the breast of his laughing
victim.
"What a swordsman!" gasped Jasper,
shaking Henri's hand. "And, now, your
price, prince"
"My price." said the prince. very
slowly. "is the band of your fair daugh-
ter." Iii Oklahoma,
Old Jasper started in amazement Missionary—My friend, do you ever
Then he laughed outright, his admire- think about your future state?
tion for the prince's cleverness over Oklahoma Ike—Say, pard, don't you
coming' 
 sn e 
rear! the papers' We ain't been think.
"She' youirsse,." h e eried, again, taking fn' of anything, else fer th' last fewthe young man's hand. "Yours, years.—Cleveland Leader.
prince!"
But Helen Jasper never became Prin-
cess Delavq,ur. For the clever European
heart masher had forgotten that per-
haps the lady herself might haves voicein 
She
e  qwuheo 
might
st Io .
have been the pain
case is Just now renionstrating against
my absorption in this "letter," for such
she -believes It to be—while little Henriis claiming atteu on by very. rociferons
means.—Cleveland Leader.
Paul Drecser, a song writer, whose
"Banks of the Wabash" wad "The
Blue and the . Gray" bronght his
name into public notke, died Tues,
day at the home of his gaiter in New
York City. Mr. Dresser was horn,
forty-atveti' ?rears - , ago' in Terre
The Question Useless.
"Begobs!" observed Cassidy," 'tis
tome shtacks av wages that Ryan is
makin' these days."
"Phan; he doin't"tisked Corrigan.
"Shure, he's Janitor av a bank by day
an' noightwatchman ax a residence by
noight."
"But phin does be shlape?"
"Ain't 01 list afther sayin' thot he's
a noightwatchman?"—Judge.
Cupid Turns the Leaved.
"Let me see," said the apple-ch,eek-
ed country girl as she entered the big
department store; "have you any en-
close books?"
"'Sit-close books?'" echoed the clerk
In astonishment. "What in the world
are they"
er—family albums. You see
I have a gentleman caller."—Chicago
Daily News.
Decadence.
Ten years ago I was "nouveau" rich,
But I thaneg41 to get in "The Four"
141,-** • ••••• !-• •'-<• eat.•
liecautt. 1
—Town Topics.
RETORT FLIPPANT.
"I went hom to see the old peoplt
the other day nd introduced myself as
them as t prodiral son"
"So t y wouldn't mistake you tot
the tgtted cal(?"—Boiton Globe.
Was Caught at It.
"You here, James:" exclaimed tin
slum-worker, visiting the jail.
"Yes'm," replied the new prisoner
who was In for burglary.
- Well, well, I certainly am sur
prised."
"So was I, ma'am, or I wouldn't be
here."—Titilits
••••••
Hopeful.
"I don't suppose get a chance to
make a speech for a long time," said
tha new member of congress
"Maybe it's all for the best," an-
swered his eminently practical wife
"Many • luau's chances for reelsetIon
have been improved by tilleire,"-.
Washington kitar,
•
Deterrence,
n enjoyed your piano solo very
mash," said the talkative girl.
"It waa Dot a solo," answered ths
)ollte but saroastic musician. "Tout
conversation was the principal and
most charming theme. My perform-
ance was merely an obligato."—Wash
ington Star.
Heads and Feet.
"Pop!"
"Yes, my son.''
"How many feet does it take to make
a yard?"
"Three, my boy."
"And yet it only takes two heads to
stake a barrel."—Yorkers Statesman
Changing.
She—And What attracted you to me!
He—Your eyes.
"My eyes?"
"Yes; you have black eyes. I'm soar
dug rather tired of being engaged to
girls with blue eyes!"—Yonkers States.
Man.
Evitrythisg in Stock.
Mrs. Highart (dreamily)—I wish to
select a painting for the—the north-
west corner of my parlor.
Dealer (brusquely)—Yes, madam.
James! show the lady Setait's last
marls., "The Nor'westar."—N. Y.
Weekly.
How He Cured Her,
Mr. Novoice (to Mr. Sponger)--My
wife has been obliged to give up playing
the piano.
Mr. S—Indeed! Whatever le that for?
Mr. N—Every time she began to play
I insisted upon sInging.—Tit-Bits.
4,
nd
and
Dangerous Oreurfd.-
Dadghter—We have been to see thi
great nave in the new cathedral.
Maratha — Hush! Don't mention
names, my dears I know the man to
whom you !Wee—Town Topics.
•
Quite a Difference.
ttI love my love in the morning."
gang the young man. ardently,
...Huh!" exclaimed her younger hen
At Ni. Word.
"Mr. ()rowel." began the visitor. "I
don't want to disturb you—"
"Very considerate of you to come in
here just to tell me that," said the busy
man. "I appreciate it, sir. Good-day"
—Cassell's.
His Blessed Opinion.
"Why do so many American girls
fall in love with foreign titles?"
"I guess," answered Mr. Cuinroz, "It
iinnzt be because most women hi-'e no
sense of humor."—Washington Star.
Same Tone.
Stella—How did you say "This is ea
sudden?"
Bells—Just like mother does when
father gives her the present sae hinted
for,—N. Y. Sun,
BUSINESS DEAL
Abram L. Well & C. Buy Out Ma.,
Ashbrookat Business.
To the Public: I desire to inform
the public, my friends and patrons,
that I have disposed of my insurance
business and good will to the well
known and responsible firm of Abram
L. Weil & Co., and ask for them a
cmntinuance of your patronage. In
retiring from the business, which I
have conducted in this city far the
past 31 years, it is but fitting that I
should publicly acknowledge my in-
debtedness and appreciation of the
many favors and courtesies extended
me, and I take this means of express-
ing my thanks and gratitude, with a
wish for continued prosperity and
happiness for all.
R. EDWARD ASHBROOK.
We (Lowe to intorm all of having
bsought the bu.siness of Mr. Ashbrook
and 
-hope for a continuance of the
liberal patronage accorded him,
guaranteeing all satisfaction and ap-
preciation.
ARAM L. WEIL & CO.
TOUR EUROPE FREE.
The Courier
-Journal to Take Nine-
teen Young Women Abroad As
Its Guests.
The Courier
-Journal ...is conducting
a popularity contest that eclipses any-
thing of the kind ,ever promoted in
this section. Briefly, the Courier-
Journal proposes to take on a seven
weeks' tour abroad nineteen young
women from Kentucky and Southern
Indiana, all. expenses paid, from the
day the party leaves Louisville, July
12, until it returns to "The Old Ken.
tOcky Home," August 29. To give
all a chance the Courier-Journal has
divided Louisville and Kentucky and
Southern Indiana into eighteen dis-
tricts, and the most popular young
woman from eadh district is to be the
one to make the tour. The nine-
teenth young women is to be selected
in another way. Readers of the
Courier-Journal are to select the
guests 'for the paper, -by -ballot. It is
estimated that the trip alone will
cost the Courier-Journal about $t5,-
000 to say nothing of incidental and
other necessary expnses. There may
be a young woman from this section
who is a candidate for this tour.
WIrite the Courier-Journal, Louisville,
Ky., for a list of candidates and full
detail's of the tour.
House at $55o.
New 3-room Salem avenue house,
2 minutes' walk from car line, rents
for $7 per month. Pays 15 per cent.
Fraternity bailding. 130t1r phones 835.
R. .r, LIGHTFOOT,
—LA'WVIEV—
Vitli prudes in all courts el Kai I
tucky. )1C
DR. R. F. HEARNE
BROOXHILL BUILDING.
TELEPHONE NO. 444.
Dr. Sidney Smith
DENTIST.
OSP over Globe Bank and Trust
Co.. 3036 Broadway.
In connection with the best Foun-
tain service, Zach Hayes has added
I fine line of
Candy
and will continue to keep up the rep-
utation our fountain has for magnifi-
cent Ice Cream Don't forget
=HAYES
SEVENTH AND BROADWAY.
TEL, 756
AN....
EDISON
STANDARD
PHONOGRAPH
Will bring pleasure to your
home during the long winter
evenings. They are playing
now at our *tore. Come in
and hear them. Then you'll
Want one.
records.
Big selection of
Wiii& Warren
Jewelers :4741 -
A ther, "you hain'tniever sett hat ilk tie. *WI PhlhilP1) wholl You go Illoigh104. 4)311roll tr.ty rIrenalike nal wee .ditk
A Winter Girl.
Geoege--I notice you always take
•/
TUE. REGISTER
PUBLISHED BY THE
REGISTER NEWSPAPER CO.,'
(Incorporated)
At Register Building, 523 Broadway.
JAMES E. WILHELM, President.
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
ROBERT S. WILHELM, Secretary.
Entered at the postoffice of Padd-
cg Ky., as second-class mail matter.
One Year,.'.
Six Mont..' 
Three- oo... los
One W.
85.00
2.50
Anyone fa to reoillivitihis paper
regularly should report the matter to
The Register office tit einee. Tele-
phone Cumberland 318.
Friday Morning, Feb. 2, x906.
Henderson's Lighting Plant.
The attention of the general coun-
cil' 'Mid the public is respectfully
o
called to the statement published on
this page giving the experience of
the city of Henderson, Ky., with its
-electric light and power plant for
the year 1905. Henderson not only
own-s its electric plant, but the water
and gas plants as well. The state-
nem published by The Register is ap
y of the official statement render-
- by the superintendent to the com-
mon council of Henderson., and in-
corporated by that body in the an-
nual reports of that city, a copy of
v.Oric-h is in Mayor Yeisee's hands.
The general council of Paducah is
composed of business meno.and we
aubmit to them the question of
whether or not the city of. Hender-
son does not make a most excellent
showing with the municipal lighting
plant. If Henderson has made a
success of its plant what. is there to
prevent the general council of Padu-
cah making our light plant a sue -
cesa? The members of the Paducah
council will rot surely admit that
they are not as competent to man-
age such an enterprise as the coun-
cilmen of Henderson. At any rate,
whatever the genera) council may
ihink of the matter, it is certain that
the public will be a unit in thinichig
that if Henderson arid other cities
can make a success of municipal
ownership, t'hat Paducah can just as
easily make a success of municipal
ownership, and especially where the
'mayor, as the head of the city,
otands ready and willing to do all in
his power to make it a success, and
it the city's plant is abandoned or
the operation of it a failure, the re-
spc•rlibility will rest on the gen-
eral council.
The figure of the Henderson
plant show a profit of $5,960•59 on
current sold, or 6 per cent on $too,-
cop. Of course the figutes do not
include of cost of investment or de-
predation—neither has the city in-
vested as much as $too,000. The
cost of current fen: arc lights, $5,•
506.13. divia'ed by 185, the number
of lights. makes the cost per light
$30.25. Ttie superintendent states
that the anoint* of current -produced
for the arc lights would have cost
$11,360 or about $62.50 .per light.
Tloos we llaye the cut by private
corporation $62.50 per light, wb n
Henderson is producing the cilinent
at teatothan one-half, or $30.25, plus
cost -of investment and depreciation,
which, could not possibly raise the
price -to more than $40.00 per light.
It will also be. observed that the
street lights Af Henderson burn ev-
gra' nhtilft anel all.
 night. The sav-
ing and profits of the Henderson
plant amount to $11,865.87, or 6
per cent. on almost $200,000. If
Henderson can manage its affairs
successfully, there should be no good
reason why Paducah cannot do like-
wise. If it be argued that Paducah
has not done so,that can- be answered
by saying that the people have made
a change in its general council, and
it is not out of place to say that if
thc. prestin general council cannot
run the affairs of this city success-
fully, that they are not the men to
represt nt the loi:01e, and they, too,
will be retired to
first election. Wi
cry hand to demonstr
pal Ownership is a
ivate life at the
oatiatica on ev-
te that muntici-
-ess, the n-
Tile Register in it, advocacy of
the city retaining the control and
operation of the city's light plant
does not wish to be understood as
being unfriendly to the light' and
power company. We believe that it
is to the interest of the city to op-
erate 'it- own plant, and under that
belief, as a newspaper, we regard it
-as our -duty to hold to that position
and give our reasons for so doing.
The new company ha-9 its money -in-
vested here, and is out for all the
business it can Obtain. The service
it rendersois better than its predeces-
sor, and most notably in the street
railway, wisero in years past the mo-
tormen .arid conductorsoseemed. to be
charg-e, and run the cars without
regard to the convenience of the
public. But when it comes to a
.question of that company's interest
and the interest of the people,, we
-prefer to be on the side of the peo-
ple.
Political prejudice is dying out in
Kentucky. John G. Carlisle wa.s'in7,
vited- to address the legislature yes-
terday. Ten years ago the legisla-
ture attempted to change the name
of a county named in honor of Mr.
Carlisle, because he was a gold bug.
Mr. Carlisle is not only the great:"
est living Kentuckian, but he ranks
as a leading American.
The bill of Judge Barry, of Ben-
ton, to require an affidavit of elec-
tion expenses and promises, is a good
one, and if passed will do much to-
wards making the elections purer.
But we doubt such a measure being
received with ,favor at this time.
The committee will report favor-
ably on the bill to pro'hibit Sunday
-baseball and football. Now let the
legislature., pass the bill and Ken-
tucky will glo much to redeem her
once glIer wane
pie *ill not submit to to ba 41
steps on that question.
Honderson is but a few dis-
tant and is the nearest city du-
b
is not yet knouitir whojgot the
'Nuitract for the jue,000 ciolrege and
nethool to be erected at Plinio, Term.
but the -Paducah conitattorsooviti this
morning receive worVas to avilio was'
the stice.rseful bidde#:. Contractor7.
Contractor John C. Maret on the troll
work and Contractor Ed. Hannon On
the plumbing, heating, and, sewerage
work. Theyeetorned lost night from
there, after laying before the parties
putting up' the structure the hirmses
showing what they would perfoim
the respective work for. The bids
were all opened last nig'h't and todky
word' will come saying lwho was
awarded the coiNtraets.
Davis went down, but
from there to Clinton,
death of his sister.,
Moving Family.
-Mr. L. 0. Stephenson yesterday
returned from Moyfield, from- volvence
he Shipped 'here his household goods,
that wild be installed' in the resi-
dence formerly occupied by Mr.
nkFra Hag, on Madison between
Eighth and Ninth ',reels. Mr.
teplvenaron 112,4 /eased thi* plaice and
will today coenoence installing his
furnishings. etthile tomorrow his fam-
ily, cothies. - He is the welt-known
undeetaker of IVilayfieltdi who recently
bought an intereet with M.
in
A Hint to Aaron Kohn.
(Louisville Times.) •
The board o fpublic safety haspledged itself to see tfhat Mr. Kohn
shalt not pose as the benefactor ofthe detective departhitot, and that
those detectives who seek to 'serve
him secretly will not long 'remain
members of the department. The
Times will do its part to see that the
influence Mr. Kohn has exercised in
crinina4 proceedings, -which Was been
seriously impaired by the exposure of
his methods in the bond incident,
ghat! be done away with. Mr. Kohn
is an obit criminal lawyer, thorough-
ly capable to cope in criminal prac-
tice oith other lawyers who do not
resort to questionable methods, and
Aaron must hew to the line or seek
pastures greener than those of Louis-
ville.
Should Be For Life.
(Louisville Courier-Joornal )
The state senate did a cornmend-
able thing when it passed, without an
opposing vote, the bit/ requiring that
a iron who marries a woman whom
he has seduced shall support her for
at least three years., The seducer's
practice of going through the form
of a marriage ceremony merely VO
escape the penalty of his crime
should be stopped.
$45,000 BUILDING
PADUCAH CONTRACTORS RE-
TURNED LAST NIGHT
FROM PARIS.
....••••••••••••
HENDERSON LIGHTING PLANT we
 na-as.HUI MA Reward-
THE OFFICIAL REPORT FOR 1905 SH,OWS A MAGNIFICENT
PROFIT TO THAT CITY; CURRENT FOR 185 ARC LIGHTS
'COST $30.25 PER LIGHT FOR EVERY NIGHT AND ALL
NIGHT SERVICE.
11
NMI".
seftsfitaaitiC LIGHT DEPARTMENT.
To the Honorable Mayor and Common Council of
son, Ky.
Getattemen:—I 
-have the pleasure to herewith
sideration the following *tort of the Electric Ugh
year ending December. 31.11,.;2905.
Line -extension, meters, .44jutsformers and wire 
 
-Boiler,. steam-pipe and settitig • 
Audubon eictension to ., 
Total ackefitions to lant 
Operating expense as follows:
Salaries
Expense 
F
uel • 4. 4 • • 41
Total 
 
,
•
1.•
the City of Hender-
submit for your con-
Department for the
$ 5,436. 42
1,81 I . 24
5$82.54
 $13,120.20
•..4 7,943.65
 
 
4$20•22
 
 2,702 . 1 9
'I.
. Output of cFrent tor incandescent and poWer,
Hours.
Output of current for pare lights, 282,63 Kilo-Watt H'ours.
Cost of 'current for incanilescents and 'power 
Cost of current for arc lights
•
Cask receipts from sale of current . 
Cast of current sold 4-
Net ryrofits 
For street purpose there has, been
die-power, open arc lipps, at a total
includes two months' burning of the Audubon
 $15,466.06
498,o8t Kilo-Watt
$5,960.59
$9,86-2.00
$5,596.13
185 two
-thousand can-
of
and
• November and December.) (25 lamps added).
The commercial value Of this street lighting
the lowest estimate, would be $11,5oo.00.
$5,596.13. (This a:so
other lamps added in
service (185 lamps), at
The above estimate !bows that the plant has saved the city $ 5.903.87
- And has earned a prpfit of 5,962.00.
Making a total ;truing of " 
 $11,865.87
Street lamps arg,: operated all and every night.
I wertfld resoebtfully call, your attention to the fact that the cishreceipts for I9o5 s-ows an increase of $4313.83, while the operating ex-pense has increases only $loo.18; also that during the year we havepaid a year's sala Pan& hospital expenses for one of our men who o-ascrippled by a fa g 'pole-. We have increased the number of firemenand !raised the s ries':of the engineers, all of which is includedoperating expenses. Respectfully submitted,
L. P. HITE, Superintendent,
ID
tucky avenue, and COTTlee• here to lo-
cate. •
Preparing to Move.
Mir. Ell Guthrie, doe dry goods and
notion dealer of 315 Broadway, is
preparing to move across the street to
322 and 324 Broadway, which double
budding will ehortly 'be vacated by
the Eley Dry Goods company that
I moves to 216 Broadway. The Schwab
clothing house has been occupying
the latter place, but ha& gone out of
business. just as soon as Mr. Eley
gets out of his present place it will
be put in better condition for Mr.
Guthrie, Who expects to commence
moving just as quick ao it is ready
for his reception.
•
They vvIr Kricv.. Today Who Gets
the Big Contracts—Mr. Stephen-
son Moving Family Here.
M. Dun ap' bid tipolt the wipodwork,
Was
Ky..
Mr. 11. T.
called
'hy the
Machinery Partly Up.
'A caeload of ..ew machinery for the
Langstaff-Orin saw milt department,
has arrived here and been installed,
while the proprietors are now wait-
ing for the balance of the outfit which
is expected any time from- the fac-
tory ttO North where the mechanism'
is being turned out by special orderl
on account of it being an unusually!
high order of nodelinery not carried.
in the regular stool() of the factory'
whir% makes it. The saw mill de,
pertinent, is that which burned last
fall at Second and Adams streets.
and it has been reoonstructed. Now
it stands idle until the remainder of
the Machinery comes, when opera-
tions will be resunredl. This will be
about the first of 'next month.
Main Plant Destroyed.
President Edward Roos. Jr.', of
the Columbia IManutfactifrnio COTh
patsy of this -cityo left last night for
Olvicago, where The was called by tel-
egrams stating -that Tuesday Mg
their main plant' was destroyed there
by fire.. The concern was the Root
Manufacturing company which turn-
ed out curtain. poles and novelties
and-the toss is $100,000.
The Columbia 'company was or-
ganized here the first of this year
and leased the Rex plant in Meehan-
icebtrrg to do business. President
Roos' father ,owned the Chicago
plant, and it will not be rebuilt.
This means that .the Chicago orders
will be tent to the local plant to, be
filled and thereby materially increase
the importance of the local concern.
At the Litneridic quarter sessions
recently the judge on the bench was
informed that there was no criminal
business eitheit from the city or' the
county for this-pond. The crown so-
licitor said that since Ithe spring as:-
aims of 1904 an indictable. offense
'had not been returne4 for trial for
the city.
• •••
it 5.822 • 59
9,862.00
furnished
Cost
THEATRICAL NOTES.
This is the eve of the colas.*
and) whether it be under canvas or on
the stage, it is the biggest proousi-
tion combined with the highest ex-
celkence attainable that wins.. Thatis why Yorks & Adams and. their
merry musical company ell tt fur-
iously funny concert "Banker &
Brokers" are making all coropetitors
hook Woe a bunch of six counterfeit
nickels. The cause of the phenome-
nal 'access of "Bankers & Brokers.'
does not seem surprising when it is
r 01'mi/there-di that Ix-aides those
inimitable comedians, Yorke &
Adams, the company ceritains
artonig its fun-makers Jas. J. C ;tins,
Bert Thayer, Rita Reamon, Anna
Wilkes, Mamie Lafferty, EcitiCe Porto
Elloy Buckley and others. Es eryone
of the. big cast has everearhere
scored a personal triumph and *tars
and company are applauded with
equal warmth. Pictorially. the pro-
duction Furry:tsars all in vari.ty of
pretty dresses anti the beauty•of the
two stage sittings depicting a typical
Wall street larokerage office and the
Casino grotoids at Palm Beach,
Florida. At The 'Kentucky Tuesday
castanet. and night.
nee for see: tender. crisp
ou
Howe's New Lifeorama..
'A topic that is muTch diocussed just
now is the forthcoming _eisit of Ly-
man H. Howe'5 marvelouS Life-
oratna. The new program far
ecl'ip'ses all this great craftsmen's
previous effort's, and can be relied
upon to bring pleasure to. all. It
is retharkable as much for its ver-
oatility of subject matter as for Its
quality. It is resplendent with, scenes
incident's of intense interest
aned from all lands and is the
fruition of a life-time of study and
a genius of incessant -work At The
Kentucky two night Friday and Sat-
urday with matinee Saturday.
Notice.
All personso wishing to go to
Mardi Gras on Steamer Charleston,
leaving here Feb. fat-h, will please no-
tify use on Or about the 5th, as state
rooms are limited. Telephone 1155-R
or 1864. old, line.
FRANK WAGNER, Owner.
Anthracite Coal.
Fresh supply Chestnut Anthracite
Coal just received,. Both phones No.
70. Barry & Henneberger.
Have your titles ,examined by Fur-
year, abeA rae Or for the Alystract
Co. Complete records of all city
and county phiperty.
TO ANY PERSON HAVING THEIR WATCH REPAIRED BY US
THAT DID NOT PROVE ENTIRELY SATISFACTORY.
We make this offer not only to insure that we are not rly the CHEAP-
EST, but the BEST Watchmakers and Manufachwing Jewelers in Padu-
cah.
We also sell Elgin or Waltham Watches with 20 year case for ho.
Credit to those who want it. ''''414.4"tallete.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY REFUNDED.
LOOK AT OUR WINDOW DISPLAI'FOR MORE BARGAINS.
REPAIRING DEPARTMENT.
....We pride ourselves in this department. which turns out our work,
promptness, BEST OF WOR ANSHIP4it di- prices which defy
competition. We make a specialty in repairin '4 Fine French Clocks,
*IKM
 
f 
and English Hall Chime Clocks. Clocks called.-ior.... and cklivered at
your request. We do Gold and Silver planing at -short notice and shortprices.. " Diamonds reset while you wait. -Wt.` will take in 'exchange for
any piarchase any OLD GOLD and SILVtit Witich;you have no usefor, giving you furl market value for same, vsliich_ip_. about the same asgiving you New Goods for Old Goods.. . ,
..., 154 L.!, f, t
WATCH GLASSES FREE ITC OUR Of'..4401: . 4vagi• T02.4,31:LL WATCHES
' r ' • .
Watches cleaned and examiaed' 
New Mainspring, best quality 
New Case or Hairspring I 
30 DAYS ONI.X.
LEFT TO REPAIR AT THICSE7755,c. ,Rituu Dpp.7.44.itawiti;:itoffirwohesesimatude.:Es FOR
yec up. wattb, 'Carts so up. 
. tu4 v.,.
r •::,...,
' ". 1)14411741(i 
 loc up
 loc In
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We are the cheapest in WatchAtad Jewelry .iiep.i'ail.liig in Paducah. Al
work guaranteed for one year. Highest prtce paid for Old Gold aniSilver.
New Jewels, whole or cover
Watch Maker, Manufacturing Jeweler and Optician.NEW PHONE, 1!3R 64o BROADWAY, PADUCAH, KY.Credit to those who need it
HAY, HAY.
Timothy, eloper, pea-hay; baled
wheat straw. Noble & Yeiser. '
The house continueo itoolliscusaion
()VWOUR ELECTRICAL A
-
" 121-123 N. FOURTH ST.
Foreman Bros, Novelty CI
PHONES 757 Incorporated.
224 Broadway,
411141K41111;
First
-Class
Watch Work
BY EXPERT WATCH MAKERS
nab Ii,
J. J. Bleich,
,-
oe. • -
PADUCAH, KY.,
ialS1,141/Slix1W1i
Sheet Music in Stock...
WE HAVE AT ALL TIMES THE LATEST AND BRIGHTEST
ALL THE NEW AND CATCHY RAGTIMES; ALL THE BIG HI
MARCHES AND TWO-STEPS; ALL THE POPULAR WALTZEI
INTERMEZZOS, and we sell Sheet Music for the piano at
HALF THE PUBLISHER'S PRICE,
Some 9f the Very Latest Hits:
'Ti. But a Dream, high class song
Rufus, Rastua Johnson Brown, coon song
"Freckles" and Cherry," latest ragtime.
Belles of Dixie, march and two step 
Drifting Leaves, a beautiful reverie 
Harbour's Book Defoartre_i
66100i1)
8 5 15
abesgs
estso
IMPORTANT
It is poor economy to hrttyour watch repaired by
CHEAP man.
You want FIRST CLA
work at Reasonable psi
We fill the bill exactly.
L. WO
Jew,*
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at Arlington, March
itel Hubbard, and Cottneihroan 'Henry Cancerous Growth Removed •FroutKatterjohn were appointed as a corn-I Back of Mrs. Wm. Dunaway •
mittee to employ someone to go Olftt 
-Mr. Wes Arnold Worse.the hooka andl :ascertain the total cost 
t:•for several years-. back of maintain-
jog the light pkant. These gentle- This morning at 2:30 o'clock Mist
men chose Prof. John D. Smith. and Fannie Singleton was barely aliet„.15
Tuesday - night the alderrhan, coon- the residence of her brother. Cei.I.x
• cilman, Mr. Smith and Gty Clerk Gus G. Singleton on North Sixth
Bailey met there at the City Hall. street meat- Monroe. She' has beep,
The clerk got out the books and after gradually sinking for the past
glancing over them Mr. Smith said .twenty-four hours and the attending
he would not have time to go over physiciana Think it barely passible
them for the,bac'k Period mentioned, for her to last until daylight.
as he was constantly engaged at This sad news will cans': deep
other 'Indianan, that watikY not per-• grief to everybody as, steeelt• in this
mit of that match spare time peedied. instance wiM remove from the com-
a*. WI. H. Patterson was also there munit), a most dear and lovable we,-
and iiaid he satildi not have.titne to man of high estimation.
go over them. stfle`eCtininittee then'
, adjourned, without a word being 5,ii'd! Others Ailing.
'any other Ineeting being beld:
or thia purpose. therefore if the
and Baker removed a cancerous744Faimitteemen assembled; again, it. growth from the bark of Ars. Win.vap their errar in not telling the
Dunaway,I  of the county.
c4t":' Mr. Wes Arnold continues to be-§f.'estcriz„ Mayor, Yeiser rong up
come worse at his home on Broad,iMessra". MIeBectont, Xatter-
•.. joint, Auffbatal, 'Miller and, othets,' street, and the dIDetc'tg doubt his
Ile dia, been confined forAnd they alit stated it was news. to recovery,
several weeks now. .
.•Ahetta, the pitblication in The After-.
Mr. Robert McCormick is improY-noote,,Vtin, and they knew hot from
mg ;from his attack of stomach ttl.ou-what' ivurce the sheet got its Sag-
ble at his home on Clark street nitisterroneous information, aboutRiadveleek, the. fornierç Third. He was in a, dangerous con-
Yesterday Dra. Pendley. Reeder
never tod Of any meeting (!*iilini kw a Whilc •
dorinatt..11141"114**. *eft. ft.. °'' 7.2.,htsitlitalge W. P. Saintaae,' Rumen-
-, 
Ile and Miss Markorili 'Cartithers,,gente over is iin order they •
. 
• 
of Elkton, were married 11. .....4,..,
Biggest Stock 
 Satisfaction Guaranteed Lowest
 Prices
- Paducah's Only Exclusive Furniture Dealers
The Paducah Furniture.,Manufacturing Co.BOTH PHONES 72 SALES ROOMS 
CONFERENCES
PRESIDING ELDER BLACKARD
WILL PRF.ACH HERE ON
SUNDAY.
As Outlined dui/ Mites for Conduct-
ing Conferences at thp Respec-
tive Congregations.
The second quarterly meeting for
this city with 1:1? •InVit Saturthy
the Broadwaoltrst church of
and Sunday by U. Black-
ard, the presiding elder for the
Methodist4tiatelae? of the Paducah
district. Junelstar. faiornkbg and even-
ing the ehler.,ayt;fillaaire pulpit of
this church and liver sermons.
Dr. Btackard has outlined the
dates for holding tat next quarterly
conferences-, for. the different con-
gregations, thez being as follows:
Broadway, February 3 and 4.
Triaable Street, February II, 12.
- Mayteld, :at *tight's: chapel, Feb.
•
Wino, at Wftigo, At tee,
Briensburg, at Brien•butg, Feb.
24. 25. . .
Farmington, at Gildwater, 'March
.3- 'a.
Sedalia, at Sedalia, March 4, 5.
Liavelaceville, at Owen's chapel,
March 10. I I .
!Milburn, at Palestine, Niargh it, la.
• Pachicah, at Massac, Mardi 17, It
Third Street, March 18, 19.
Spring Hill, at Spring Hill, March
24- 23-
Arlington,
35, 26.
Oak I.evel, at MeKeildrec, March
3t, April 1.
)fayfieid Station. April 2.
Sandwell and Wdiffe, Wickliffe.
April 8, 9.
1:lisoton, at Salem, April 14, 15.
Clinton Station, April 15, t6.
Barlow, at Oscar, April 21, 21.
City Mission, at Little Cypress,
April A, 39.
Woods-flit, at Bandana, April 29,
3(1
All A LIE
MAYOR YEISER AND CLERIC
BAILEY TAKE PUNCH AT
THE SUN.
Republican Members Know Not
From What Source Paper Gets
Its Eroneous Information.
further was done towards- employiag
anyone.
'Matra- Yeiser yesterdkiy said that
Republican members of the boards
bad come to him and stated' they
were with he and The Register in op-
posing "farming" out the light plant.
It is only the electric light com-
mittee that is doing the figuring with
the light company, and not the en-
tire boards, which have the say in
'the.' premises.
LIKE HOT CAKESI
Mr. Farmer Got Rid of Hundreds
of Dosses of Eggs.
INIOINIIMIll
On man in this city yesterday
broke „the -record in the business line.
selli*out his entire stock a very
short *tale. He was a farmer who
came, to town with a wagon load of
eggs. Hert's 'fruit 'has been selling
foe .30 and 25 cents per dozen here
in the city, but this country man
came in with several hundred. dozen,
and stationing himself on Broadway
near Fifth street, had very little
trouble in ridding himself of the
eggs at 15 cents per dozen. Many
housekeepers bought as many as ao
dozen on account of the low price,
and Mr. Farmer did not have to
tate), lorfg, as quickly everybody
got next to the "good 'thing" and
bought.
•
TRANSPORT AFIRE
Mayor Yeiser and City Clerk
Ileney Bailey desire branded as
"bare-faced lies" thy publication in
The Afternoon Sun of yesterday re-
garding the light committee having
gone Over the city books to see what
it cost to operate the municipal elec-
tric lighting plapt. The Reticle stated
the mayor and city clerk did not show
'up at the gathering, therefore the
books could not be gone over by the
Republicans, all of which is a false-
hood of the. whok cloth.
Several nights ago Aklerman Sam-1
THREE KNOWN DEAD, FOUR
MISSING AND NUMBER
INJURED.
Vessel Was About to Sail For Philip-
pines With United States Sol-
diers on Board.
San Francisco, Feb. 1.--Fire broke
out late last night M the hold of the
transport *Meade, lying at Folsom,
'tweet wharf. The fire raged for
hours despite the efforts of the fire
department. Fully twenty men were
overcome by the (Madly fumes, and
at least three men were injured fatal-
ly, and several are missing.
At 3 o'clock this morning the fire
wam well under control and the ship
Yoas flooded with water, a dozen en-
gines planning 'skater down the hold.
The Meade was to have sailed today
for Manila with Stoop men on board
of the Second Infantry and the
Eighth and Thirteenth Batterie, of
Light artillery.
The forepart of the ship, Where the
fire broke Out, contained the per-
sonal effects of the officers and men
of the regiment, en ramie to Manila.
The vessel also 'had on board a
cargo of 3.000 ton* of commissary
and quartertrioster's supplies con•
signed to the Phillippines.
• BARELY ALIVE
MIS FANNIE SINGLETON IS
NEARING THE DOOR OF
DEATH.
rasi
the
si,
an
• i„ kep itAtc4terest
 preitt c. !on% (t.h) niorninsr and are now . arkwe40.aro the worst, ipthing '111esif Marriage was quite a surprise
ftionde‘ .
DOUBLE IN VALUE
IN SEVEN YEARS.
Imports of United States, Total Last
Year Over Billion and Quarter.
Washington, Feb. 1.-The imports
into the United States have practical-
ly dotolakd in value in the lase seven
years, according to a bulletin isseud
by the Bureau of Statistics of the
department of cominserce and labor.
In the calendar year Kos the imports
aggregated in value $1,179,cockocio, as
against $635,000,000 in the calendar
year 1898. The figures of 1898 in-
dialed merchandise from Porto Rico
and Hawaii, now custom districts of
the United States. If, the bulletin
says, the value of the merchandise
brought from those islands in 1905
be added to the bureau statement of
imports from foreign _countries the
grand total for 1905 vecnikl be a1,234.•
occact'o.
The increase in importations in dis-
tributed through all classes and prac-
tically all, articles of merchandise.
Food-stuffs increase,.., $134,00poog a
gain of 45 per cent., manufactures in-
creased $81,00o,000 Or 77 per cent.,!
luxuries incensed $76,000,000 or /90;
per cent., and manufactured materials !
increased) $303,000.000 Or 117 Pet f
cent. These figure, do not include
merchandise from, Hawaii and Porto
Rico, during 19o. -Cotton manufac-'
t weal of all kinds increased from 629,-
000,000 to $54,000,000; silk manufac-'
tures $25,00ci,000 to $33,500,00o-, cigars
and cigarettes $1,750,roo to about
$4,000,000, and in addition to this
S3,666,009 worth were received from
Porto Rico last year.
PRINTERS SEEK TO
BREAK IN JAIL
Chicago Strikers Willing to Work
Out Fine Amnestied Against the
Union.
Chicago, Feb: t.-Five hundred
members of Typographical Union
No. 16, voted unanimously yesterday
to go to jail. As they are on strike._
they estimated they might save the
$1,000 fine assessed against the union
by Judge Ifoldom if they were per-
mitted to work out the arnount in
prison.
After the resolution was adopted!
a committee was sent to Attorney!
W. H. Barnum to learn if there was
any hope of the strikers breakjng
into jail, and in Plitt manner latisfy-
ing justie:. They were disappoint-
cd• when their attorney told them
tam if the tine was upheld by the
higher courts it would have to be
paid, and that there was no prospect
of the debt being liquidated by the
strikers going to jail. /
GOV. BECKHAM SENDS
REQUISITION TO LOUISIANA
Kentuckian Wanted for Double Mur-
der Committed Ten Yeats Ago,
Frankfort, Ky., Feb. 1.
-Gov.
Beckham has ntade requisition on the
governor of Louisiana for the raturii
to Kentticky of Sri Cochran, watne•I
in Calloway county for a double
murder ten years ago. He killed a
young man :tamed Storey and a dep-
uty eriff named. Kelly. Cochran
Storey were both in lore with
Aptly's daughter. Kelley favored
gterey. Cochran met Storey and the
young woman out driving of* day
and shot and killed his rival. The
girl's father was attracted by the
fthot, the atatoting taking place within
hundred yards of the house and
ls3lso shot and by Cochran
Vie daughter who witness.ed the mur-
ders is still living in Calloway county.
ItY GRAVES FOR
VICTIMS OF BATTLE
Many Wiled in Fight Between Cos-
sacks and Garrison at Irkutsk.
Victoria, B. C., Feb. 1.-Distcohtent
anteing Russian prisoners in Japan
resulted in attempts to fire the stores
and depots which house tz.000 pris-
oners, the malcontenta trying to fire
the binklin,g repeatedly, making as
nrany as four attempts in one day
The revol'utionists' outbreak at
Vladivostok was well planned, the in-
tention being to commence disturb-
ances at many places itt Siberia.
A battle esccurred between the gar-
risoon at Irkutsk and Costa-iss, in
Which over 1,500 were killed. 'A dis-
patch says Cosreacka threw over 1,300
dead into Lake Baikal through hake
in the ice. *
Brevity and economy .ii honey-
Talons' the London Erlf.tpre4s say, are
becoming tihe fashion. Eveni'wealthy
people, it says, are "showing* tend
ency to limit_the wedding totwil to
three or four day* in Panic' Many
go litraighe to their new home from
LEST YOU FORGET I
TO TRY OUR
2.00 SHOES
ALL STYLES
We Do Repairing
,
ALL LEATHERS 1/4111i.?
•
EVERY PAIR. WARRANTED
•
Lendler & Lydon
Phone 675. 109 Broadway.
Henry's Aseptic
Cream for
Chaps
Henry's Aseptic Cream is the
best cure for chapped face lips
and hands. Wintry winds dry
up the natural moisture
nt tho skin_ Henry's Aseptic
Cream is a skin food that sup-
plies just the right blood moist-
ure that is needed to make your
chapped skin soft and pliable.
Made of the purest ingredients,
it is neither sticky nor greasy,
J. IL Oehlschlaeger
DRUGGIST
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
TELEPHONE 63.
Rock, Rye
and Honey
Compound
Not a drink, but a seasonable prep-
aration especially adapted for coughs
and colds accompanied by fever as in
La Gripp, etc.
Very Palatable
50( and 51, Bottles
BACON'S
DRUG STORES.
7111 & Jackson fits. phone ana Clay Sts., phone 3S.
Paducah
Steam Dye Wueks
If you want yuur ciothes cleaned,
dyed or repaired, take them to K. C.
Rose 329 South Third ,Street. I have
the nicest line of samples for tints
In the city. Suits made to order.
re Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND
THROAT.
Office and Residence, Rooms 3 and 4,
Columbia Building.
Phone roar-Red.
PABST BLUE RIBBON
BOTTLE BEER
Sold at
Gray's Buffet,.
Palaver clause Bar,
A. Lagornaraino.
oBtatsUsually 
$1
s 
.50 at -50c 
Fine Selection of Copyright Novels
at a Remarkably Low PriceA SPECIAL EDITION OF THE "CLANSMAN," HISTORY OFTHE PLAY, ETC., AT soc.ALL THE NEWEST AND BEST IN FICTION AT CUT RATEPRICE
DON'T FORGET THAT WE ARE a"HEADQUARTERS" FORSHEET MUSIC. WE Hika:E EVERYTHING THAT IS NEW.
HARBOUR'S BOOK DEPT.
DON OILBLRTO
at his Optical Parlors has a large display
of the
Victor Talking Machines
prices ranging from $15 to $100. ,
The Victor for $22.00
12 A BEAUT REMEMBER I AM THE FIRST MAN TO PUTTHE PRICES DOWN ON RECORD. MY PRICES ARE:
!ich, 35c 10-inch, 60c 12-inch, $1.00
THESE ARE ALL NEW RECORDS, BRAND NEW FROM THEFACTORY. MY BUSINESS HAS BEEN INCREASED SO RAP-IDLY I HAVE HAD TO OPEN AN EXTRA PARLOR TO DIS-PLAY THIS LINE.
I HANDLE EVERYTHING TO REPAIR BROKEN VICTORMACHINES. COME TO ME WITH YOUR TROUBLES WITHYOUR MACHINES AND I WILL GIVE YOU ALL INFORMATIONHOW TO CLEAN AND FIX THEM. ALL INFORMATIONABOUT OUR MACHINES GRATIS.
WHEN YOU BUY RECORDS FROM ME YOU DON'T BUY APIG IN A BAG
--YOU HEAR EVERY ONE PLAYED AND IFNOT SATISFACTORY YOU NEEDN'T BUY.
I CARRY A VERY LARGE ASSORTMENT OF' NEEDLES-THE VERY FINEST VICTOR'S AND OTHER MAKES, WHICH IFURNISH TO MY CUSTOMMERS, GIVING THEM THE PROFITSON MY NEEDLES.
MY VICTOR TALKING MACHINE PARLORS ARE OPENFROM t 'P. M. TO 9 P. M.
The Victor Talking Machine Man,
DON GILBERTO
606 S. Fourth St., Cor. Jackson, PADUCAH, HT
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
 -dB
We Write Anything in Insurance]
Office:306 Broadway Phones:Office 385-ResidenC-sTEA
J. W. HUGHES
GENERAL INSURANCE
116 F7ternity BuildingOffice Phone, 484-A
Residence Phone, 323 '
•_.
BLANKETING OF
MRS. WORTHINGTON
BY S. E. KISER.
--
"Robert," said Mrs. Faddiewalte, "I
.--t—"
1 "What's the trouble." he asked.
I "I hope you won't think I'm extrav-
agant. and I know it is so hard for
you to scrape up reeeey eneuell to pay
the horrid bills that always come along
about the first of the month, but I
simply must have $20."
' "Twent—say, Mabel, what do you
think I am—the son-in-law of some
info insurance president? You might
OS well ask me for twenty million. Do
peou know that our expenses for last
month were $62 more than my sal-
ary? If you are acquaineed with any.
body who can tell me how to make
ends meet when things are going that
way bring them around and I'll pay
him well for his time. What do you
want $20 for?"
"Oh, never mind, old Mr. Crosspatch.
I'S get along without it some way.
J know that I'm eet worth half what
I cost you, and—and I'm going to take
up steography or music or be a Chris-
tian Science healer or something, so
that I will be able to earn money and
—and not always be such an expense
Is you. It must be in—just terrible
for a man to have be give up every-
thing for a woman he doesn't love,
when be might have so much if be had
sever married her, and—"
"There litte girl what's the use of
talking that way? You know I'd be
the happiest man in the world if I
could pile bundles of money at your
feet every morning and give you the
+privilege of doing what you liked wee,
R. But really you know; I (wine
expect to be called on for any more ex
Iran for a few weeks and had it all
figured out so that I'd be just about
able to start In even next month. Of
course I can give you the money if
you absolutely need it but—"
"Oh if there are to be any buts
please don't say anything more about
It I appreciate your kindness, dear,
and I know that you have a generous
media, and it mutt be awful selfish of
me to leave you to practice all the self-
denial. Never mind. I'll get along with-
out it. I will show you that I can be
brave, even if I am IDE rely a useless ex-
pellee to you."
"Hurrah! Now It's be so pleasant
for me to go away to work and keep
thinking all day of our joyful parting.
Just imagine me whistling gayly at my
desk as I remember that little old $20
and the look you gave me as you tole
me you'd get along without it. In my
mind's eye T ean see rnyself calmly smok-
ing my • -mar aiterjunch and thinking,
est I Arch the rings curl upward, of youberi 
radiantly happy because of your
nob sacrifice. Oh, yes! But come on,
, deaf i let's not quarrel over a little
„.-- - money. Of comae you can have it What
WM I earning monee for if it isn't to
give Arm happiness? And please don"
Milk ale -pore about doing things for
tne p 'pose of earning cash yourself
You min it as it Is. Your love is worth
a thousand times what—"
"Dearest," she cried, pulling his face
down to hers, "forgive me for saying
what I d. . You know I appreciate your
generopity don't you? Ah, if you could
only knov• how long the hours seem
.when you are not with me! And I
eouldn't love or admire you more than
I do if you were so rich that you could
"bay everything John D. has and turn
Mgt out of house and home. Have you
the money with you or shall I have to
gets check cashed"
"Here it Is. What are you going to
buy?"
"Why, you see, I heard from Mhos
Westcott, the dressmaker, yesterday,
and she can come to me three days this
week, so I shall have te get something
Sir her to make up."
"But I thought you said the other day
, ellist you had all the clothes you were
'going to need for awhile"
"Yes, I have, only Miss Weateott has
these three days that she can give me."
'1 can't see why you should feel that
you are obliged to hire her simply be-
cause she has three deys for which she
fent engaged." 
:
"I'm not, you dear ole goose, but you
see, if I don't take her Mrs. Worthing-
ton, who is erazy to get. per, will have
her over them e and find out about all the
things I've had remade and the lace rem-
nants , and—and—everything, you
know,"
"Well, but why should you care, as
ibng as your clothes fit well and look
fine and are just as good as if they had
cost five or six times as much as they
did?"
"Oh. dear!" sop sighed, as elle sat
there clutcping the money, after he hae
gone. "I wonder how MeD, being so
stupid, ever manage to get along at all' 
—Chlettee Record-Herald.
Must Obey (Lidera
As an illustration of carrying militate
ilisciplien too far, this story Is told by
leen Nelson A. Miles: "There was a cer-
tain colonel who, in the middle of &cam-
paign was seized with a sudden aelor
about hygiene. He ordered that all his
men change their shirts at once. nit
order was duly carr'ed out, except in
the case of one cempeny, where the pre
Tates' wardrobes bad been sadly de-
vieted. The car alu of this company
formed the oolrnel that none r,f his men
could cnange tr phirts, slime they
had only one apiece. The colonel hest
tatel a moment, then Id, firmly: 'Or.
dens must be obeyed. Let the met
change shirts with 'each there "—Boo
ton Hereld.
Not an .cit Species. 'JAPANESE WOMEN'S
▪ see that scientists have unearthed
the skeleton of a prehistoric hog ten
test high In Oregon."
"That's pretty high; I saw a living
one six feet high when I was away on my
vacation."
"You're joking."
"No, I'm not; he occupied two 'estate
a crowded coach I was on."—Houstot
Post..
Why He Walks.
Bacon—Don t you remember whas
he had his coach and horses?
Egbert—Wb y, certainly I do.
"Well, he Las to get out and era4
now."
"Yoh don't mean to say he's lost all
his money."
"No; but he's bought an automo
bile."—Yonkers Statesman.
Ears Prise.
“Is he not a cute little boy baby? Hi
was raised in an thonbator."
"Yes; and when he grows up all the
girls will be fighting to become his
wife."
"Why so?"
"Becautie he e in never brag about the
pies that moth.. Dab
News.
Charity in Real Life.
"Now," said the kind woman, "I
have procured sonic nice stockings for
your two daughters. Won't they be glad
to get them?"
"Well, I don't know, mum," replied'
the poor lady. "Mag an' Lis is purty
perticular. Is they openwork stock-
ings, mum?"—Chicago Sun.
Art Note.
Mrs. Syllie—My husband takes a
deep interest in art.
Mrs. Oldar—You surprise me.
Mrs. Syllie--Well, it was a surprhM
to me. But I heard him telling Jack
Rownder last night that it waa a good
thing to study your hand before you
draw.--Cleveland Leader.
Bight, But Left.
Miss Bute—Oh, yes, I feel pretty sure
of him. I rejected him when be first
proposed because I was Teitive he
would try again.
Miss Koy—You were right; he did
try again and I accepted him last
nig h t. —Philadelph la Press.
"Learn to Mix."
'1,eern to mix," Is the tidy gives
to his enpiIs by Prof. Frank J. Iller
bf tha University of Chicago.
voting gentlereen newe.d.14 ilo 1
to mix, but the trouble is that
seining too oft ou is dine with dr
Not the Same.
"You seem always to be hard up since
you are married?"
"Yes; that's so."
"But you have the same income you
used to have, haven't your
"Yes, but not the same outgo."—Hotui-
ton Daily Poet
A Newport Tragedy.
"Terrible about Gladys Astorhilt's
marriage."
"What did she do? Marry her coach-
man?"
-Something nearly as bad—married
a man right in her own set"—Chicago
Sun.
Sorrows of Science.
They tell me germs are everywhere
In earth and water and the air.
I'm filled with a dismay complete.
Afraid to drink or breathe or att.
—Washington Star,
AD P7IJAPIRTUAX BEI XELKORIAX
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He--But I thought you'd iorgiven me
for that and promised to forget it?
She—Yes. But I didn't promise to let
you forget I'd forgiven it!
Inferior at Best.
"The self-made man is on the wane,"
He is, and no mistake.
But then, he never was so good
As "mother used to make."
—Puck.
Killed.
"Doesn't Stubbs write poetry any
more? I haven't seen any of his work
for a long time."
"No, his muse is dead."
"You don't say! What's the trouble?"
"Married."—Milwaekee Sentinel.
Where the Honey Comes From.
"It takes a lot of patience to run an
automobile, does it not?" asked the
man.
"Yes, lots of patients," replied the
doctor; "and I've got 'em."—Yonkers
Statesman.
Couldn't Say.
"Are you in favor of forest pre-
serves?" inquired Mr. Mille.
"Well, I don't know," replied Mr.
Spints. "I don't remember ever hav-
ing eaten none."—Chicago Sun.
Correct.
"Pa, what is a bank examiner?"
"A bank examiner? Oh. he's the
man who. goes around ad examines
the -bank after the cashier has looted
--
tt."—Citicago Sun
A Difference,
Col. High flyer—What are your rate&
per column?
Editor of Swell Society—For laser
tion or auppresaion?—Life.
A. Clean Sport.
Greene—lie goal in for clean sport
Redd—Fond of swimming, is het-,
_
CODE.
Teachings Which Have Become Part
of the Practice in Every
Household.
The work of the Countess Oyama
and other Japanese women in. organ-
!sing the hospital service of Tokio and
the various societies for aiding the
Japanese army is distinguished for its
splendid spirit and its modern meth-
od. Anyone who has watched and
admired it, says Youth's Companion,
will take up with amused wonder a re--
cent book—the translation of the pre-
cepts of a Japanese sage, which for
generations have been the foundation
of feminine training in Japan.
The book itself is not now much
used, but its teachings have become a
part of the practice of every Japanese
household.
"The worst infirmities that afflict
the female," says the sage, Kafbara
Ekken. "are indocility, slander, jeal-
ousy and silliness. These Infirmities
are found in seven or eight out of
every ten women, and from them arise
the inferiority of women to men."
He boldly puts the doctrine of the
wife's obedience on an impregnable
ground. "Such is the stupidity - of
woman's character," he says, ."that Is
Is incumbent on het in every partic-
ular to distrust herself and obey her
husband."
The syitem of rewards and punish-
ment for women extends over this life
and the life to come, and maintains an
Ingenioua balance. "A woman must
look on her husband," says Kellum
"as if he were heaven itself, and never
weary of thinking how she may yield
to her husband, and thus escape celes-
tial castigation."
Kaihara disapproves for woman in-
dulgence In the pleasures of the the-
ater, of music, of wine, and even of
tea. Curiously enough, he would not
have her very religious, and this for
a reason which no Christian would be
likely to guess—a kind of conjugal
jealousy of heaven! "The wife," he
says, "must not enter into an irrever•
ent familiarity with the gods."
This Is a highly oriental view of
woman's place in the scheme of things.
Yet no one who knows the best Jap-
anese women can doubt that, whether
because of Kalbara's teaching, or in
spite of it, they are a lovely type of
gracious, gentle, vigorous, loyal,
achieving womanhood They may
have been slaves is the past, but they
were always charming slaves. Now
that new Japan is setting them tree,
their liberty has not destroyed their
charm, but enhanced it.
KNEW WHAT HE WANTED.
And It Wasn't Anything in the
Reading Line, But Some-
thing to Eat
With a bunch of Ottawa people et*
took in the Topeka state fair the
other day were • visiting missionary
and an old gentleman who was very
deaf, and who bad never seen a bill
of fare used in a hotel, relates the
Kansas City Journal.
The preacher took occasion to die
tribute a variety of religious tracts
through the coaches, and the old gee
tieman, being unable to take part ia
the conversation, acquired • coliectioo
of the literature and assiduous')
eternised It 'throughout the trip. He
was fairly well sated with religious
lore on arriving at his destination.
The first care of the hungry excur-
sionists on reaching the (*Weal city
was to secure dinner, and they re-
paired in a body to one of the grind-
foal hotels. The old gentleman was
ebviously out of his clime It was evi-
dent that ha was a little bewildered
by the unfamiliar usages of a Modern
hotel, but he made his way with the
others through the fair-thne press and
secured a seat at one of the tables.
Ile appeared to be surprised as he
seated himself. "'Pears like we're
too early—there ain't no Tittles on the
table," be remarked to a companion.
As he didn't hear the reply it is un-
necessary.to repeat it here.
"Order, sir," perfunctorily jerked an
overworked waiter, pausing behini
him and submitting the prtnted menu.
His voice was inaudible to the man
with the auricular handicap, who con-
temptuously waved the paper aside.
Puzzled, the knight of the trav
passed on, and shortly had an appe
tieing array of viands spread on both
flanks and opposite to our friend ea
unfortunately ignorant of the conven-
tions.
To the sensation of hunger was add-
ed a growing measure of wrath as the
old man noted the astonishing feel
that everybody In the room but him
selll appeared to be supplied with food
He began to glare, and, his condition
Icing suddenly discovered by the head
waiter, that functionary struck tilt
f,ag of dignity and hastened to per-
eonally attend to the neglected guest
"Your order, sir!"
And again a bill of fare was thrust
before the exasperated old gentleman
The latter grasped it and tore it up.
Then he•roared:
"Blast your infernal tract! I don't
want to read; I want something to
eat!"
Oct Back a Him.
Algernon—I hAah that you ane
Clawrenee had an altahcation lawet
night and he called youh evahwy-
thing.
Percival—Yaws, but I got evenewith
him, deah tidy. I called him noth-
ing, donchee know.e-Chicago Daily
News.
Metropolitan Ways.
Visiting Salesman--Pretty Slow
town, this.
Resident (of Bridgewater)-0h, not
so d rn slow; the Carnegie lib'ry La
stain' son sunport!---fook.
THE LAKE OF SACRIFICE.
Louisiana Body of Water About
Which There Is an Indian
Legend.
Lake Ca-ta-on-la, the sacred lake of
the Indians, lies ensconced, as it were,
In the deep solitude of the forest
which skirts the Attakapas prairie on
the east side of the Teche at about
nine miles from the town of St. Mar-
Linville. The beauty of its scenery
and its picturesque landscapes have
probably no equal in the state, sr.ye
the New Orleans States. Its waters
have the transparency of crystal, and
Its depth averages from 90 to 100
feet
The word Ca-ta-cu-la means the lake
et sacrifice. The following legend, as
dramatic and tragical as the Biblical
narrative of the death of Jephthates
daughter, gives us the origin of that
name.
The Tetimetchee Indians, belng
threatened with dire calamity, the na-
ture of which we know not, their
prayermen consulted their oracles, and
were Informed that to propitiate the
great Manitou and to avert the calami-
'y • fair maiden of the tribe was to
be sacrificed to the cruel god and her
soul drowned in the placid waters of
Lake Ca-ta-ou-la.
The beautiful At-ta-la, the fair
daughter of the chief, offered herseif
as a willing victim to propitiate the
Great Spirit
Dressed In all the finery and pic-
turesqueness of apparel of an Indian
princess, she repaired to the lake in
whose waters she was to find a watery
grave, followed by the weeping maid-
ens and the stern warriors of the
tribe.
She glided in her light canoe on the
waters of the lake until she had
reached the middle of the stream, and
with her eyes upraised and hands ex-
tended toward the heavenly mansion
of the great Manitou, she offered him
her youth and her life blood as a
eacrifice to propitiate him and to,
avert the calamity that threatened her
people.
With radiant smile she then turned
toward the shore of the lake where
knelt the weeping maidens. She wavel
her hand gently to them, bidding them
an eternal adieu, and plunged into Its
waters, to be seen no more.
Supersititous persons assert that
even to this day in times of great
calamity and misfortune, when the
moon spans the sky and shines serene
in the high heavens, streaking with
silvery fringe the gentle ripples of
the lake, a shadowy form is seen gild-
.ng on its waters in a light canoe, with
hands extended heavenward, and they
say that all at once, uttering a will
and unearthly shriek, the shadowy
form plunges headlong into the waters
and disappears, while the terror-strick-
en denizens of the forest answer the
shrieks with howls and lugubrious hoot-
Inge.
From that time Lake Ca-taeotela be-
came t4.4 sacred lake of the Indians,
and every year they repaired to ti1:11
spot to propitiate the great Manitou
with their offerings and sacrifices. Into
its crystalline waters they plunged
themselves to get cleansed of their
moral and physical. Impurities; into its
sacred waters they dipped their amu-
lets and arrows to avert approaching
calamities and to protect themselves
against the devises of the evil spilir
He who could net make this yearly
ellerimage tea dent and do-
happy, and his Ia4y to follow the
others in the i journey boded
him no good.
If while perfeenslog his Immersion
in the labs one eionid happen fa
drown, his memory was eseerated. and
his death was eowshiered the judg-
ment of the great Maigeou as an 
atone-
ment for the crimes committed by
him.
The lake is WM railed Ca-ta-oil-in.
the lake of aa but the greet.
Manitou, like iles ias worshipers,
is now a thlag ef the past.
Frost Halms Pat Turkeys.
"Cold weather maims fat turkeys,"
said the positerer.
"Why"
"Because in a warm fall the ground
keeps soft. the vegetation lingers on
and the fields are lett of worms 
and
bugs. What's the result? The result
is that the turkeys, from sunrise til
l
dark, tramp the tempting fields on long
forages, eating the worms and bags',
which thin them, and walking all their
soft and line flesh tate tough, stringy
muscle.
"A cold fell, with early frosts and
snows, freezes the ,ground and kills
the bugs. Then the turkeys are not
tempted to wander. They loaf in the
farmyard, gorge an abundance of
grain, and put onflesh like a middle-
aged woman at a seashore hotel.
"Bat In a warm fall, hunting the ir-
resistible bug, the turkeys do their 15
or 20 miles regularly, and become ath-
letes. For athletic turkeys there is no
public demand."
The Lawyer.
Now, guess who it Is that takes An
oath "whereby he invokes God's help
that be may do ne falsehood nor con-
.sent to the doing of any In court; that
be may not wittingly or willingly pro-
mote or sue any false, groundless or
nnlawful suit, nor give aid or con-
sent to the same; that he may delay
no man for 'lucre or malice, but that
he may conduct himself with all good
fidelity." Guess who takes that oath.
But you would never guess it in the
world. It is the lawyer.—Kansas City
Times.
MOURNING IN JAPAN.
Is Done in Private and Not Paraded
Before the Byes of the
Publics.
In Japan people who have suffered
a bereavement not only do not ,put on
mourning, but after the blow has
fallen they make their next appear
ance with a smile upon their Moss.
as if nothing bad happened. Accord,
ing to Lafcadlo Hoare, this is not
in the smallest sense an evidence of
indifference. The Japanese, he de
claret, suffer as keenly from a be-
reavement as any other people. The
purpose of the practice is wholly to
spare the feelings of other people.
To betray feelings of sorrow is to af-
flict those about us. The mien er
garb of grief afflicts, therefore it is
Impossible for a weartsous parson to
wear it. So resume the Japanese la
order that no thought of pain shall
pass from the sufferer to his neighbor,
the sufferer wears the aspect of eon-
tent/tient even though his heart is
breaking.
Our own practice Is quite the re
verse. It considers the sufferer, not
his friends. In order that not only
may all know that he is in sorrow,
but that some drop of that sorrow
may pass from him to those about him,
the bereaved person wears black. The
direct purpose of wearing mourning
is not, we may be assured, to make
an ostentation of grief, as some op
ponents of the practice have thought:
lately assumed. It is rather to spare
the bereaved from the chance re
marks of those who are ignorant of
his affliction. It is worn that they
may know, and avoid questions or
blundering observations that may
wound him. But even in this worthier
anti, we believe, truer view of the
purpose of mourning emblems, the
person whose comfort is considered is
the sufferer. The many are called
upon to share in his woe to some ex-
tent. The emblem ts the token of their
compassion, not the embezzlement of
his grief.
THE PANAMA SITUATION.
freedom from Ordinary Limitations
of the American Gov-
ernment
For the third, and, let us hope, for the
last Urne, a study of the Panama situa-
tion has begun. The conditions con-
fronting the United States government
differ radically, however, from those
which confronted the French companies,
or that would coefront any priests Goal-
psny that can be organised. For the
outlay made by the American govern-
ment actual property or a full equivalent
in work has been obtained, and no un-
necessary capital of wasted money
weighs down the enterprise. By the ces-
sion to the American government by the
new Republic Of Panama of • strip of
territory ten miles wide from ocean to
ocean, in perpetuity, all question of a
concession life is perm an en t removed;
and, finally Inasmuch as the American
government will not have to consider •
canal from the point of view of returning
• large profit an an investment and as
It can obtain the necessary funds at an
interest charge certainly one-half of
what would have to be paid by a private
organization. it is obvious that plans can
be considered that will involve a much
Larger capital investment, and that will
require more time for completion. Is
short, the American government is free
tr,ous ordinary limitations Therefore
the question before the government and
Its advisers Is: What is the best type
of canal to construct, and how should it
be constructed?
HAD NO PREJUDICE.
Taleernan Shows Very Clearly His
Lack of reeling Against
Indiana
In aorthera California town a sup-
posed murder has bees committed, re
late. Lippincott's Magazine.
The half-breed wife of an Indian
had died, as the husband said, from
natural 'mama, and was burled with-
out the usual formalities being first
complied with. After a lapse of two
weeks the body was disinterred by the
authorities, at the instance of a par-
ticular enemy of the accused,,, and
marks of violence, as the informer
stated: were found upon the de-
ceased.
The prosecuting attorney was exam-
Thing the talesman to ascertain If any
of them were prejudiced against Indi-
ans
Talesman Taylor was upon the stand
undergoing a rather stiff cross-exam-
ination.
"Did an Indian do you or your !wa-
il; any harm at any time?" asked the
prosecutor.
"No," replied Taylor.
"Did you or any of your family ever
have dealings or trouble with an In.
dian?"
"No," replied Taylor, "excerpt that
my wife's mother was killed by an
Indian."
Not in That ease.
He—Do yoU believe that if one pea,
sou gives another a pair of seism»
it, will cut their friendship?
Bbe—Not' If it's a nice little pair of
r selesors with my monogram oa.
Good Advice.
Magistrate—So you want to get a
separattot from your wife? What's
the matter with her?
Applicant—She behaves most brutal-
ly toward me. She treats me like a
dog and works me like a horse.
el'm afraid, my good man, I can do
nothing for you. You'd better go to
as Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals."—Jugend.
Not Pretty Then.
"Hateful thing, she is!" exclaimed
Miss Pretty, angrily. "I'm glad I'm
not as mean as she is. I'm as much
ab6"l'uvethieurtaats!—" "interrupted her fiance,
"remember that rosebud mouth of
yours ceases to be a rosebud when It
beitillg, to blpay—PhIladelphia,Ledger,
era.
FINE TRAINS
TO
Florida
via
Southern Railway
and
Queen & Crescent Route
"Florida Limited"—Leaving Louis-
vilde at 8 a. an. daily connects at
Danville, Ky., 14ttli solid train of
Pullman sleepers and vestibuled
coaches via Chattanooga and Atlanta,
arriving at Jacksonville at 8:50 a.
m. and St. Augustine to a. m. next
day, without change. Dining car
serves all meals en route.
"Florida Special"—Leaving Louis-
ville 7:45 p. m., carries observation
sleeper daily except Sunday, Louis-
ville to St. Augustine, without
change via Chattanooga and Atlanta,
arriving at Jacksonville at 8:50 P.
in. and St. Augustine at to p. in.
next day. From Danville this is
solid train of drawing room sleepers,
composite car, observation car. etc.
Dining car serves all meals en route.,
Via the "Land of the Sky"—Pull-
man sleeper leaves Louisville at 7:43
p. m. daily, running through to
Knoxville, where connection is made
at 9:33 a. m. with through sk-eper
to Jacksonville, via Asheville, Co-
lumbia and Savannah, arriving at
Jacksonville at 9 a. m.
Wmter Toutist Tickets
Good returning until May 31st, a'
now on sale at low rates.
Variable 'fours
Going via Ashevelle and "Land al
the Sky" and "Sapphire Country"
and returning via Atlanta and Chat-
tanooga or vice versa.
For the "Land of the Sky," "Win-
ter Homes," rather handsomely il-
lustrated booklets, folders, rates. etc.,
address any agent of the Southern
Railway or C. H. Hungerford, D.
P. A., Louisville, Ky., G. B. Allen,
A. G. P. A., St. Louis, W. C.
Rinearson, G. P. A., Q. & C.
Route, Cincinnati, 0.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
1111aols Central R. R.
The Illinois Central maintains dou-
ble daily service, and operates the
best of trains, with Dining Cars, Buf-
fet
-Library Cars, Chair Cars and
Sleeping Cars, from Chicago, St.
Louis, Cincinnati and Louisville
read for reaching the Winter Tour-
ist resorts of the South, including
New Odious, Vicksburg,
Gulfport, Miss., Hammond, La.
Mardi Gras at New Orleans Feb.
27, '06. Gulfport is a Mexican gulf
coast resort having the new, fine
"Great Southern" Hotel. Regular
ocean steamship tailings from New
Orkans for Mexico, Central Ameri-
ca, Panama, West Indies and Europe.
Send or call for descriptive matter
in regard to the mhos*.
Havana Via New Orleans.
Havana, Cuba, is best reached via
the Illinois Central thrones service
to New Orleans and the new ocean
liner,, twin-screw, nineteen knot
8. S. Prince Arthur
:caving New Orleans every Wednes-
day et 4:oo p. tn. and arriving at
Havana at sunrise Friday morning.
Hot Springs, Ark., Florida.
Daily Sleeping Car without change
Chicago to Hot Springs, with con-
nections at Memphis from Cincinnati
and Louisville.
Through "Dixie Flyer" Sleeping
Car Line St. Louis to Jacksonville
south to New Orleans. The best
via Neerhville, Chattanooga and At-
lanta.
Mexico, California.
Special Tours of Mexico and Cali-
fornia via the Illinois Central and
New Orleans under the auspices of
Raymond & Whitcomb, witl leave
Chicago Fridays, Feb. 2nd and Feb..
23rd, for Mexico and California, the
last to include, a stop-over at New
Orleans for the Mardi Gras. Entire
trips made in special private vesti-
bule trains of finest Pullmans, with
dining car service. Fascinating trips"
complete in 'every detail.
Illinois Ceatral Weekly Excur-
sions to California. Excursion cars
through to Los Angeles and San
Francisco as follows: Via New 'Or-
leans and the Southern Routes ev-
ery Friday from Chicago; every Tuee,
day from Cincinnati and Louisivin
via Omaha and the Scenic Rotate *
cry Wednesday from Chicagi.
Ful Particulars conctrning all
the above can be had of agents
the Illinois Central and .conneeei
lines or by addressing eibber cd the
undersigned.
Jos. 8iggs, D. P. A., Cincienati.
F. W. Herlow,-D,. P. A., Loui
Scott, 'A. G. P. 'A.,
A. H. HANSON, P. T. M.,
Chicago.
S. G. IfA1'C11. G. P. A...
Chicari.
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few minutes later when wile
run into but Spider McBride
I told Spider where I'd been
about Heller's wonderful
• " 7•Irg-12.
a.
AN EXPERIMENT
IN TELEPATHY.
"Philadelphia may be a slow burg,
but We $20 taster than I am," sighed
one of the chair holders of an uppet
mBroadway hotel. "The worst part of it
lilt is that the man who turned the
trick on me was an old friend."
* The speaker took a deep putt on 'a
cigar of the sort that is usually named
after a man that is dead.
"I dropped In on my friend just for
the sake of old times. Cosa, little
joint he had. Two rooms, faro layout,
sidehoard, wheel, folding bed and tele-
ph() e.
"He seemed tickled to death to see
me. Wanted to know all about little
old New York. Whether the pavement
drag down on Forty-second street yet.
I where the dead line was now and
whether it sagged as much as It used
to. Then we gradually switched the
talk over to the theaters.
"'That reminds me,' he said sudden-
fy. 'I know a young fellow right here
In this town that's got every vaude-
ville artist on the boards to-day shooed
to the flies. He does mind reading that
Would make Heller look like a mental
litlibirste. Peect Is, he's re sort of
*phew of 'dialler's, come to thisk.ot
It. lit you don't believe it? Wait
till I show you.'
"He hustled around until he found
a pack of cards.
"'Now. I'll tell you what I'll do„' he
said, spreading the cards out on the
table. 'You pick any card you like
from the deck and I'll call our friend
up on the phone. 11 be's there. I'll bet
You PO even that hems tall Well.tbe
card you picked over the 'phone.'
"Well, I hated to take mosey from
an Insane man like that, but I've al-
4 ways heard that they're apt to get vio-
lent if you don't let them have their
down way. So I dug out a twenty and
picked the king of clubs.
d "'You're on,' I told him soothingly
" think that his number is 30e
Blank,' he said, taking a little notbook
from his pocket. 'Yes, here it is.: Mr.
Adams, 306 Blank. Cell him up your-
self so's there won't be any question
ubout it'
-I went to the 'phone and got 306
Blank.
"'Mr. Adams there?' I asked.
"'Yes, this is Mr. Adams.' came
back.
I took a card from the deck
just now. What was it!'
"There was a little pause, and then
'Hello, yes, well, it's the king ot clubs.'
"Wouldn't that jar your
The speaker took another long putt
on his cigar as if to meets himself for-
get his other troubles.
"There certainly is something in
this occultism that we can't under-
, stand." commented the man on hie
'right.
"Yea, there's $20 of mine in it. but I
can understand it, all right enough.'
continued the man behind the cigar.
"Let me finish, will you!
'After my friend had pocketed the
$20 he told me how awfully glad he'd
been to bee me and to drop in again
soon' and he'd try to have Mr. Adams
up there to meet me.
"I was still thinking about it on the
street a
should
and all
nephew.
"'You don't say so!' said Spider
'Why, I dropped twenty on that same
cuss Ain't be a wonder. though? den
king, his name is.'
"'No, Adams,' says I.
" 'What? Heller's nephew? Jen
kin*. I tell you. And his telephone
•• number's 306 Blank. I don't dro;
twenty so often but what I can re-
member the details when I do.'
-Oh, well, I know his name's
Adams, but what's the use in lighting
about it? Let'a go in here and get e
.drink.'
"It was a pretty decent sort of
joint, and we had two or three drinks
1 hen Spider recollected that he want
ed to telephone to a man named
South, who occasionally did odd jobs
for him as government assayer.
"Spider went to the 'phone, hut just
as he was about to take the receivet
off the hook the bell rang. Spidet
took the message.
-What?' he exclaimed through the
'phone. He glanced at the 'phone
0 number. 'Hanged If it isn't! Yes, this
is 306 Bank. What do you want?'
'Say,' he called over to the barten
der. 'some one want* to talk to Mr
Jones.'
-I think Mr. Jones is the two of
eaa diamones; he called back to Spider.
'You'll find the list under the 'phone
book.'
"I'd gone over to see what the game
was.
-Spider pulled a long typewritten
list out from under the 'phone book
and glanced at it. Then he handed it
to me, and started talking through the
'phone.
"That list had the 62 cords of the
deck written out and opposite each one
the name of some man. I noted with
interest that the king of clubs was Mr.
Adams, Mr. Jenkins, Spider's friend,
was the dine of hearts.
"Spider was still talking through the
'phone.
"'That's what I said,' he was say-
ing. 'The card the gentleman took was
the four of spades. No, this isn't Mr.
Jones. It's Mr. McBride, who'd yon
introduced to Mr. Jenkins the other
t• No. And I've got a. friend here-with
ine that Is looking for a certain Mr.
Ad` 'Jr With a gud. Good-by.'
"And he hung up the receiver.
"'Wen, anyway.' said Spider, as we
paid our checks, 'we just made $20 for
41101.464111PCM011.1.1110 Oda% damns
gimes be hasn't got quite as good
n at Heller's nephew as we
M.....
Hated to Give It Up.
• -Pretience-it's all off between me and
Will.
Patrice-Engagement broken?
"Yep."
"I'm sorry."
-Well, you needn't be. Only I've
found out that he's not a man of his
word!"
"Indeed!"
"Yes; why only a week ago he said
he'd give up anything for me, and now
the hateful old thing wants this ring
backI"-Yonkers Statesman.
Zsay to See.
The Lady-You'll excuse me, but you
don't travel on this car line often, do
you. sir?
The Gentleman-No. ruadam. How
do you know?
The Lady-You gave me your seat.
The Gentleman-And you don't true-
el on tate line often yourself?
The Lady-What makes you Mink
so?
The Gentleman-You thanked me.-
Cleveland Leader.
Nis Briar.
Boas-You'll And when you get your
check, Mr. Peasisk„ that I have added
four 0011ars a moth to your salary. I
believe you Odn't.finake a Mingle mis-
take Jo year Agurge during the entity
year.
Bookkeeper-Yee, I did-just one.
Bess-What was that?
Bookkeeper-I figured on a bigger
raise.-Cleveland Leader.
The Prima' tonne's Story.
"It was at one of the concerts given
on the ship on qui way over. I had
just completed my song and the audi-
ence was recalling me, when suddenly
a heavy squall struck the ship. I-"
"What did you do?"
dropped the encore, and we were
saved!"
"Oh, fudge!"-Cleveland Leader.
The Winter of His Discontent.
American Bank Official (shivering)
-Fleeing to Canada was the mistake
of my life-the mistake of my life.
Canadian Hotel Keeper (consoling
Ilt)
-
Here you have freedom.
Bank Official (with teeth chattering)
-Ah. but you don't know how nice and
warm our American prisons are.-N
Y. Weekly.
• Brilliant Succem.
First Actor (on the Rialto)-Why.
how de do, Buskin? Where have you
been?
Second Actor-On a western tour.
First Actor-Was It • success?
Second Actor-Glorious! Immense!
Brilliant succeas! Why, sir. we came
back by rale-N. Y. Weekly.
Obeying Orders.
Fortune-What's the matter, dear?
You look excited
Mrs. Fortune-Excited! Why shouldn't
I? The new chambermaid complained
of a headache. so I sent her up stairs anti
told her to take things easy. She did.
She's gone off with all my jewelry.--
Judge.
When Tact Is Needed.
"That politician takes great credit
to himself for keeping his promises.'
"I don't see why he should," -an
tottered Senator Sorghum. "Anybody
can keep a promise, but it sometimet
requires an. artist to break one."-
Washingted Star.
Improvement.
"There M some doubt about Wig
gins capacity."
"He has improved, if that is the
case," answered Mr. Harremslug
"When I knew him there was no doubt
whatever about his Incapacity."-Wash
ington Star.
A Suggestion.
This cry the naval boys might raise
As they go on their de‘loun ways
-Through our academy careers
"We'll never, never cease to haze."
-Chicago Sun.
THE REASON.
Guest ( at country hotel)-On my
,bill you charge $6 for a rabbit
Landlord-I know, en it's worth it
I strained my back and swore myaeh
out of the church catching that rabbit
-Chicago Journal.
Honey in Imitations.
"There is a man who has piled up $
fortune by • career of deception."
"Then deception does pay? Is he
grafter?"
"Mo, he manufactures false teeth."-
Cleveland Leader.
Proof,
Mrs. Rnicker-I dreamed I was a
the opera.
.Entcker--I knew It; you were talk
lag in your sleep-N. Y. Sun.
A-Pertinent Question.
"Mrs, Gaussip is a perfect crank ot
ventilation."
"Of what? Houses or other people)
imairs,"--rhicago Sun.
The Important Question.
"It was a great banquet, 800 sat doter,
at the Wheal'
"How many of Elam were able to go
uPrrjr•Tra TOPin
•,771.‘",-
PROOF THAT YOU
NEVER CAN TELL
The artistic structure of soap that
the storekeeper was building only
lacked a few dozen cakes of comple-
tion, but that necessitated the open-
ing of a new box, and the architect,
after a lingering look of pride on his
work, went to the back room after
the cold chisel. At that moment Bud
Jones entered the store and, with a
sidelong glance and grin at Washing-
ton Hancock, pulled out the key cake
of the arch and fled, whooping with
delight at the ruin that strewed the
counter and the floor.
"It's too doggone bad, flute," said
Hancock, consolingly, to the store-
keeper. "I don't reckon he knowed
that you'd been all morain' thin' it
ap. He jest allowed he'd have a little
sport with you. There ain't no real
harm in Bud an' cosign' never done
no good to nobody, nabow."
"If he don't coma to be bang I miss
my guess," said the storekeeper,
wrathfully.
"You don't know," said Hancock.
"He might make a, good retormer.
He's give you a chaturt to Melte a
right smart better dote:Lai then you
had afore. If be hadn't been &Steered
o' you he might have told you how to
build it up again. No sire" You can't
never tell what a boy is gain' to turn
out oar whist his raisin' is gate tg
do fee him. Jiver hear of Gosport
Sotibtoarly?"
"No, nor I don't want to," replied
the storekeeper as he began to pick
up the scattered soap.
"You don't know until you do hear
about hint," said Hancock, equably.
"You prob'ly think he's a new brand
o' prunes, but he ain't. He's a pros-
p'rous citizen, an' I remember the time
when it was the gen•ral opinion that
he'd never amount to a hill o' beans.
Bud Jones is worth a ten-acre lot full
o' boys like Gos Scubberly uster be,
an' Goa owns a right smart o' real
estate in San Francisco an' draws a
sal'ry that 'ud make your mouth
water. Cater be militia' arbund bare-
foot right in this village."
"It's the smart ones what gits out
of it," remarked the storekeeper.
"Goa wasn't smart," said Hancock.
"He was about as ornery an' tritlin' a
boy as ever gladdened a fond mother's
heart. He wasn't enough of an idjit
to put in the state asylum, but he
did•nt lack much of it. He was as
homely as a mud fence an as lazy as
-as Mane Parsons, there. His moth-
er jest kep' him out o' school an'
didn't do a single nein' thing but feed
him up en' make over him-'specially
feed him up. He was hog fat. Didn't
do nothin' but eat an' sleep. Nobody
blamed him, either, for Ws' Scubberly
was • little the best cook that ever
drew the breath o' life in Missouri..
"She was a widder woman an' Gos-
port was all the young one she had.
Scubberly left her a good farm an'
she sold it an' bought mortgages an'
lived in town. She took a notion that
Gos• was delikit an' wasn't likely to
live long an' she hardly let him out
of her sight.
"Well, as I was Bayne., kits' Scub-
berly was a No. 1 cook. She could
make waffles that 'ud jest melt in
your mouth, an' make pies that it
you wunst tasted 'em you'd never feel
right satisfied with pie ever after, an'
she'd take herbs an' flavortn's an'
seasonin's an' do things to chickens
an' turkeys an' butcher's meat that
you'd never dream could be done to
'em. She made a little garden out
back of the house an' raised all Man-
ner of garden truck an' she was all
the time lookin' around in the stores
for suthin' good or studyin' up re-
ceipts in the paper for suthin• new
that she reckoned might tempt Gos-
port' delikit appetite.
"An' sure enough, his appetite did
git to be delikit. His vittles had to
be about jest so for him to eat 'em
at all. He'd pick at this an' dab at
that an' there was too much flavorin'
in 'tother an' too little in suthin' else.
You never seen nothin' like it. An'
all the time folks was sayin• what
would become o' Gosport when he
growed up, him never (loin' a lick or
gettin' any sense or gumption. They
finly got to talkin' to the widder about
it, an' they did get her sorter skeered,
so she pinched an' skimped herself
to lay up a little money for Gos. But
she didn't skimp him none. She
cooked an' put up preserves an'
sasses more'n ever, an' worked bar.
der'n ever in the garden.
"Finly when (Joe was about 20 years
old she give up an' died.'
"What did the boy do then" asked
the storekeeper.
"Looked around, for a place to
board," said Hancock. "She'd left him
clost on to $10,000, an' he tried to
buy suthin' to eat with it. But there
wasn't nothin' in town At, so he took
a steamer one day an' went down the
river. We all 'lowed he'd be back in
• year bloke an' ready for plain bog
an' hominy, but he wasn't."
"Speculated with the $10,000?-
queried Parsons.
"No," replied Hancock. "He spent
It all an' then got a good job. Wen.
ceslaus Stevens came back from San
Francisco an' said he seen GospOi1
there. Hwtgli djor a big tea
house. Ta, $,Ii,.. had the finest
palate in t eteittle. He's still
makin• money on t at palate. Ornery,
fat an' lazy an' ign'rant as ever, but
he's maithe big money."
"The old lady done well by him,
after all, then," commented the store-
keeper. "He'd prob'ly have been on
the county if she hadn't edgercateel
his palate."
Øpt know," said Hanciath.
t,.-,.Wa4d.tfully. "He might have d
to? able well leggin'. store."
Del, Moral
Still Has Hope.
He entered the drawing room and
seated himself on the green sofa just as
he had 'been doing three nights each
week for the last eight years.
"Speaking of science," he yawned, "I
see some professor says the world will
last 100,000,000 years longer."
"I am so 'glad!" she 'exclaimed.
"Why so?"
"You will yet have time to propose."-
Tit-Bits.
An Insinuation.
Sybyl-Did you notice that hand-
some man at the concert who stared
at me nearly all the wining?
Ethyl-Yea.
Sybyl-I wonder who it could have
been?
Ethyl-Why that was Prof. Pierce,
the celebrated mind reader. He is
spending his vacation here.-Chicago
Daily News,
Why Not?
It Would probably suit us all
Just as well, you know,
It thv stuff as slush would tall
And turn Into snow.
-Chicago lasa
FASHION NOTE.
Bertie, having noticed that ladies
are wearing little bows instead of
buttons, thinks this fashion would
snit him, and to continue the orna
mentation down to the crease of the
trousers would complete the effect.-
PhiladelphitaBulletin.
The Real Triumph.
"I suppose you feel better since you
have delivered your speech," said the
encouraging friend.
"It isn't so much to deliver a
speech," replied the immature but sa-
gacious statesman. "The real tri-
umph consists in getting it listened to."
-Washington Star.
An Insult,
Miss Oldun-Oh, you could never
guess! Dear Jack has written that my
loveliness has inspired him to ask me
to marry him.
Miss Young-What's that? \Let's see
the letter. My dear, this word is not
"loveliness.- but "loneliness."-Cleve-
land Leader.
His Observation.
"Did you ever notice," said the man
who attends freak exhibitions, "that
most mind readers are women?"
"No," answered the man who is in
awe of his wife. "But I have noticed
that most women are mind readers."-
Washington Star.
To Be Expected.
Customer-See here! All the but
tons came off this coat the first time
I wore It.
Dealer-Yah So many beoples ad
mire dot coat, you shwell up mit pride
und burst de buttons off -N. Y
Weekly.
Far from the Facts.
"What do you think of my historical
novel?" asked the author.
"It is an achievement.," anewered the
chilly critic. "You have at heat suc-
ceeded in showing that fiction may la
stranger than truth."-WashIngton
Star
Generally Wins,
Mr. Thinknm-Whenever there is
trouble in this world there is a woman
at the bottom of it.
Mrs. Strongmind-That may be, bill
you can't deny that when the trouble is
over the woman is on top.-.N. Y. Weekly
Made Her Suspect.
Mr. hicSostr-What was it that made
you think I'd been drinking last night?
Mrs. McSosh-Oh. I don't know, I
suppose the fact that you were fear
fully drunk-had as 111110 to do with
ft as anythttig.-Cleveland Leader.
•
At Word.
She-So thee are the china bar
gains you advertised?
Dealer-Yes, ma'am, and they're go
ing for little or nettling
She-All right, I'll take that blue
dish fin nothing,e--'phirtedelphia Press
Th7 Cape High.
"It strikes me," said the lady with
the family-sized ` warket basket, "that
your vegetables grrrather high,"
"Naturally, ma'aga." replied the new
boy. "They were 141%0 on a roof gar
den.' -Chicago News.
The Worm Turns.
Miss Uptowne-efie, be! Why is It
you baldheaded men like to sit in the
front row?
Mr. Bouttown--Bec.ause there we have
no Eiffel Tower hats In front of us-N,
Y. Weekly.
• Natural Mistake.
"Yes." meld the magical young worn
an, "we spent the whole evening try.
tag to play anew'ot •
"You don't nay," replied Jack Potts.
"What was the limitr'-Ppladelithia
.411, A •
zorsai.f.ipare.,%.
TO WRITE THE WRONG Dr: B. B. Griffith
phones 240 at resident./ Office hours
BY SIDNEY ALLNITT.
-Miss Jane is
the maid.
She was quite -eight: Jane was not
only in the garden, physically; but was
also entirely absorbed in it, mentally,
At all events, it was not until I had
ventured on my third selutation (hat
she condescended to become conscious
of me presence.
"I wonder you are not ashamed ol
yourself!" she began encouragingly.
"It sometimes surprists me," I ad
Jane glared. She has a particularly
demoralizing glare.
said. 
 L is a good thing you are able to
see what cause there is for it," she
"Ah!" said I., "Show there's not so
much the matter with me, after all."
"After all what?"
"Vvell, of course there have
times"-1 grew reflective-"That
ley affair, for instance. It was,
halm, hardly fair to the pirl-"
Jane was upon me at once.
"What girl?" she demanded.
"Oh, nothing. I beg your pardon
Thinking aloud, you know. Bad habit
Must break myself of it."
Jane did not follow my lead. My at-
tempt to creed; a diversion was a fail-
are.
"I hate men who think they know
everything," she observed, sniffing at a
marguerite abstractedly, and looking
at nothing in particular.
I agreed. "So do I. Most objection.
able animals."
"it seems to me that the very things
titey think they know are the things
that anybody who does know could tell
them they don't know."
I rested my head on my hand for a
moment or two.
"Give it up," I said finally.
Jane was really quite angry. Het
cheeks were flushed like wild rose
petals. She looked so entirely kissable
I heti difficulty in restraining myself
but concluded that it would not be
safe.
Besides
ment the
"What
mended.
"Sorry! Thought it was a riddle,
oyouuslyknow." I smiled at Jane vacu-
Jane stamped her foot. She was
wearing very dainty shoes, I neticed.
"No one can call me unreasonable,"
she began.
"1 wouldn't advise them to," said I.
"But," Jane continued, taking no no-
tice of my remark. 'In this Instance I
consider your conduct outrageous."
Here she threw out her arms In a
manner too graceful to be believed un
less seen, and apparently appealed to
ail the visible universe-including two
rooks and a tortoise-shell cat-for sup..
port
"Upon my word. I don't know what
you mean," I began, when a light
dawned upon me. "Unless you hap-
pened to see the Times yesterday
morning."n
”
I 
felt nervous.
' I did see the Times," said Jane,
with all the eevere dignity of which
she was capable.
It occurs to me that it is astonishing
how dignified she can look for so small
a person.
"But you always have the 7.e-
graph," I objected feebly.
"Mr. Timmins, who lives at 'The
Gooseberry Bushes,' was good enough
to send •- his copy of the Times last
night, thineing I right be interested
to see your letter. And," said Jane,
freeringly, "I was."
I registered internally
wring Mn. Timmins' neck
"Tho Gooseberry Bushes"
available opportunity,
Jane was continuing.
"What do you know about 'The Lack
of the Governing Instinci in Women''
What do you know about women, in-
deed? Or about governing, for the
matter of that?"
I was dumb.
"What do you mean by saying that
all history proves women to be abso
lutely a failure as rulers? What do
you know about hirtory? or about nu!,.
ers/ or about anything except tennis?
And what about Queen Elizabeth? and
Cleopatra? and Mrs. Fawcett? and that
Assyrian woman? and ever so many of
them?"
Jane paused for lack of breath.
" I smiled a rather unsuccessful smile
and began to explain. I am good at
explanations. As a matter of fact. I
was very proud of that letter. It was
full of close and careful reasoning, and
had giver) me no end of trouble to
write. That was why I wanted to put
my name to it, thinking Jane would
never see it.,
But no matter.
After about an hour and a half of
careful evasion and prevarication I D
She apologized prettily, in 'the man- 
I I • T. ravers, Msucceeded in averting Jane's anger.
ner, calculated to do the most good.
w silly of me not to see that it
was tust a satire, and not meant seri-
ously at all," she said.
'Were wLas an interval for reeresh-
mefets.
"And you believe women can govern
after all?" she observed again-
1 hedged • Mt. "Some women can."
It was the most I could bring myself
to admit.
"Just wait until we are man-led,"
said Jane, playfully, "and you'll dis-
cover one qf them!"
I went home thoughtfully-Black
and White.
Ito Hand-Out
"Be world may owe you a Rein',"
said Uncle 'nen, "`'but you's goiter do
sumpin' to let de world know dist you's
On band tootellem it."-Washingloa
7 to g a. I to 3 1). na,7 to 9 P. as.
TRUEHEART BUILDING.
Bah phone a88 at the office, both
DR. W. C. EUBANK&
(Homeopathist.)
Office, 3o6 Broadway-Phone 1211,
Residence, fig Broadway.
Phone reg.
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Rood
F.LOURN Y & REED
LAWYERS
Rooms io. it and is, Columbia Bldg.
PADUCAH. KY.
Dr. B. T, Hall
Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivers, Ise
Nort hFiftla, Both Phone 555.
Residence zoo Clay, Old Phone Aim '
0. D. Schmidt,
Architect and Superintendent.
40! Fraternity Building.
Old Phone 4911 Red; New Phone 3s.
Paducah,r,: Kentucky.
E. H. JURY EAR,
ATTORNE Y-AT-LAW,
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building.
523 1-2 Broadway, Paducah, Ky,
New Phone 49o.
SPECIALTIES:
Abetracting of Titles,
Insurance, Corporation and
Reel Estate Law.
 a
A. S. DABNE Y
-DENTIST-
Truehart Bulking.
OLIVER, OLIVER & M'GREGOR,
LAWYERS.
OFFICES: Benton. Ky., rear bask
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
ROOrn 114 Fraternity Building.
New Phone "4. Ofd Phone 303,
H. T. Hessig. M. D.
Residence.
Eighth and Jackson Streets.
Telephone 270.
-
DR. ROB. J. RIVERS
I20 NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 355
-
Office hours 8 to ro a. m., i to 3
p.m. and 7 to 9 p. m.
EXCURSION
Ara
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack-
et company-the cheapest and best
excursion out of Paducah.
$8.00 for the Round
Trip to lennessee river
and return.
It is a trip of pleasure. ceinfief
and rest; good service, g table,
good rooms, etc. Boats -e each
Wednesday and Saturday 5 p. as.
For other information apply to Jam
Koger, superintendent; Prank Ls
Brown, agent.
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AGUARANTEE
Is attached to every
Prescription which
leaves one store. that
it is compounded of
Pure Drugs in strict
accordance with the
demands o ithe Doc-
tor; and that it ia
, filled in every in-
stance by a
RegisteredDruggist
P Y PVITH Ai LIFE
TIME EXPERI-
ENCE.
ASK DOCTOR
Mc-PHERSON r:
DRUG 97-ORE.
!
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QcAl., NEWS
—
--:18/Welleyto4sess -oar repairers -.were
vat t work yesterday in the I. C.
Amp &par tinestiL,
rr-Toljai ;Cr* nd Hog" day and
u the v,,,,yry'slift his shadow he will;
IP) 1-Y M,Irole for the ferty en-
duing 4.hd''..verat her.. ...
—A ation of Paducahan,
to Cairo last night :41
td5 tbbi,' meeting today of the
Southern Illinois Retail Lumber
Aseociation.
U• Luttrell is preparing to
apply to the council for a license to
•a saloon at Seventeenth and!
41retines-ee. and residents of that
'entity are getting up a protesting pe-
te be laid before the city
)tithers.
Sheriff Ogilvie'/'force has finished
delivering tthe many hundred no-
tices taw -ow_ 396. the county super-, I
visors informino property owners of
eaisee 'being nook in their aSoeS,
merits. , •
, —The I. C. hospital directors
IAA • 7. bold their quarlerjet meeting next
week to &Knee matters pertaining
, to the institution.
.3 i/Ig S'il iabdhawve a newife'
of 432
SOAr4 hoteet 
gisl. baby.
. conitant vibration from the
' _Neat ear power house on North
Seconelr erect near Jefferson, cause I
a'rear part of the Stutz randy fac-
. - Cory ,building to topple down a night
or two ago, resulting in a several
-.11'..undred dollar loss to the candy-
making machinery. The sower
I lipase adjoins the factory.
—Engineer 1. F. Loftus, of the
1. C., has a new girl baby at his
.1*Itle-urTillsie. afternoon the Daughters- of
the American Revoluti000 will -rata
with Mfrs. Hubbard Werlyat' os'oe,
Empire flat" on 'Broadway near Sev-
enth street. .4
.1tolky on West Jefferson
street broloe lase evening early and
delaYelf traffic about half an hour,
waiting for repairs.
o,o-Xesterday eiw a rather pleasant
day,—tint lam nighl was cooler. To-
-4 sbati-4sronaises to hr 490.e-bear, but
oeltaprectiation for lower !sniper-
- e •
•.41
7 1 Airialitier, of South
Eleverillifoweet; %oaks tirie week to
9v.eralboro 'to
• o•••- 4 " k HA:4 HAY.
Timothy, clover, pea-hay; baled
wheat stew*. • Noble it Yeiser.
. The T. C. R. R. is to build a belt
A r ol thee around 1:iopkineville to connect
- tits !She with the L..& N. road. it
Jc announcedk that alt arrangement*P have been mode for work:
-
7• Of. H. Mieedach made a 'murderous
•0;i°, suptault on G. K. Gwartnaty in Los
Angeles, a1., Shooting him several
times. hut not fatally. The men had
been partners and had separated.
James Adkins, aged 40, 'was shot
and killed at Corbin, Ky., by Wm.
Turner. aged 16. The former was
the latter's etepfather and the shoot-
was the result of a quarrel.
SOULE'S BALM
FOR THE SKIN
TURKISH DIVINE
ARRIVED IN THE CITY ON A
SOLICITING CAMPAIGN.
Delightful Time at Mechanicsburg
M. E. ( hurch Entertainment
—Rev. Cheek Takes Rest.
.Rev. John Adams and Elder Eh
Gurges, of Turkey, arrived in he
city yesterday for a stay, solicithi
subecriptions to a fund for a Baptist
Church in their foreign land. They
came here from Mayfield and other
points South and have been quite
successful On their mission.
The have not been long in this
country and can hardly speak in the
English langulge. They are making
a house to house canvass and come
well recommended from ministers of
outside cititso•
a_---
Dee. houl Affair.
ever. ig he Miechanicsburg
Methodist church was filled with
spectators attending the delightful
Surtd-ay school r.l.tertainnient, chil-
dren rendering a very appreciative,
.and entertaining program.
Minister Takes Rest.
Rev. John S. Cheek, of the First
Baptist church, has gone to Hot
Springs, Ark., for a ten days' rest
on account of being wornout by the
prolonged revivil at 'his church. On
his return if will be decided whether
or not to continue the meeting
huger.
Rector Lectures;
This evening at the Grace Episco-
pal church parish house Rector Da-
vid Wright will deliver his lecture
on "Weeds.-
Ladire' Mite Society.
'Phis a/berme-in at 3 o'clock tees
Ladies' Mite society of the First
.Baptist church meet with Mrs. Wm
Hays at Hotel Craig.
EN CLUBROOMS
KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS HAVE
MADE UP MIND TO
bto .80. •
Red Men wt•ri Have Paraphernalia
Ovutftlaskt-Lten likir Tribe
Donates Assessments.
One member of the Knights of
Pythias yestiteday stated- that it was
about si forego's-, crinelusion they
woukt start 'tilAir 'clubrooms in rein-
nection with their locigeroom. Their.
committee has not yet brie& it e re-1
port but the information abready got-
ten . a9d coneetssus of opirtion
amongst the hretiuere, is, tbat the
clubrooms wig be Inatigniated its a
sociel feature i/f the secret order.
COmtnittee was delegated to -tcroW
into the *natter and report what they
think advisabk. in tl.vi% routtection
Their reit:ars/ill be fern' able.
phernalia..
The Red -Men are preparing to
send their paraphernalia to the fac-
tory to be overhauled' as it wai
dansagedoeonsiderable during ttre fire
of leveret*, weeks ago when the Pones
inateilltneet 'house burned in the tiret
'and second floors of the building in
%edict;t44&dge use' the third story.
The s *imaged the outfit, and
several al firms offered to pot it
in good /,ape, but Vie brethren will
ebabby send it hack to the house
whichi manufacttnied the pirapiter -
nab a, as they undlierstand its parts
better than any other. The wafts'
and ceiling of the bodge guar*"
still' smelt very strongly of the
emokie, and something will be done
to kiN this objectionable odor.
SOULES
Liver Capsules
For Torpid Liver and Malaria
VE HAVE OBTAINED FPOM
6 BETTIE SOULE THE PRIV
GE TO MAKE AN•D SELL
:SE WELL KNOWN AND Eo:-
a,EN.T PREPMZATIONS, AND
n.
r, OFFER THEM IN THEIR
(IthENAL 'FORM. AS INTRO-
vat' ND SOLD FOK YEARS
Viet E LATE DR. NELSONtori•
eou. esc EACH.
Iltlitde I. WALKER it CO.
der
oe A Fifth and Broadway.
to'
to rof:- .Frank J.
of tho University of Mimic,.
%sung' ientiPmea ursradit.., ; de,
to mix, but tlitt trouble is that
ioses nal .n•il la 4. 5• Stith
Eagles Quarters.
Cieeirge Parker. who was look-
ing after the Eagle building 'here, has
gone to Cairo to locate, and this
necessitated another of the lodge
managing things in their Sixth and
Broadway quarters until, there re-
nuns, from Frankfort, the regular
secretary Hon. L. P. Head, who is
this count's repreventative in the
state legiwiature. He will be at the
:.t.ate capitol until the last of -this
month, when the axsernthly adjourns.
when he then returns and takes
charge of the quarters. • He Is also
president for the lodgee in Kentucky.
Ile comes down tomorrow to, spend
Sunday, going back to tire:capitol the
first of next week.
Two Months Dan.
The local' tribe of Bed Htir is
such a flow-1411in condition, that. the
officerg instead of collecting heonthly
dues for February and *arch from
each member,. yesterday sent out
notioes that the order donated the
dues for these two months, to the
brethren, there being so nrueh money
in the treaStiry, that the lodge de-
cided to give the dues free for these
two months, rathee than collect same
and increase the accummulated cash
which they have no urgent need for.
Mk. Fred' Roth, the • undertaker.% is
secretary of the local lodge.
ABOUT THE PEOPLE
'Mrs. Pat Henley, of Mayfield, is
visiting Mrs. James Sleeth, of North
Ninth 'street.
M-rs. John Covington goes to
Dyersburg, Tents., next Monday for
a several weeks' visit.
'Colonel Victor Van de Male re.
turns today from a drumming trip
through Tennessee.
Mr. Louis •Cornillaud, of Dyers-
burg, Tenn., arrived here yesterday
on business.
Miss Myra Nolen, of Tusk, I. T.,
has gave to Union City. Team, to
visit bar mother, after visiting her ,
sister here, Mil. Will V. Green.
Mrs. J. B. Swings, of Memphis,
Tenn, 49 sisitrag her parents, Mr.
and Mrs.. J. A. eifteadeers.
Mrs. James P. Ley, of Cin.cirt-
nati, is visiting Mere. C.:- M. Budd,
of Broadway.
Mies Blanche S‘aelbourtie left yes-
terday for Wickliffe to remain. She
has been studying at Riverside. 'hos-
pital to become a nurse.
Miss Minnie Souder, nurse at the
railroad hospital, has gone to St.
Louis to attend the-hurses' training
school alumni banquet.
Mrs. 0. J. Ford has returned
from visiting her sister, Mr:. Ike
Dallarn; of Palestine, Tex.
Mr. F. •D. Reader has returned
from Chicago, and is considering
opening a restaurant there, lie form
erly 'had charge of the* Union depot
lunch stand.
?hire. J. L. Brandon has returned
from visiting in Pembroke, Ky.
• Mrs. F. D. Reader bas returned
from visiting in Elkton, Ky.
Mr. E. L. Petit was in Prince-
ton ireeterday on business.
Mrs. C. A. Mitchell, of •Shawnee,
Okla, is visiting her daughter, Mrs.
Robert Grimm, of South Ninth.
Mr. David M. Flournoy returned
yesterday from Jackson, Tenn."
Mr. Ralph Warren, the jeweler,
today goes to Gulfport, Miss., to
locate.
, Supt. A. H. Egan, of the Louis-
ville division, is at the Palmier.
Mr. James Polk has gone to
Memphis, Tenn., to work in the I.
C. shops.
Mise Leone KesseH, of Pontiac,
Mich., and Mks. Irvin McArthur, of
LaPeer, Mich., will arrive Sunday
to Visit Mr. and Mfg. W. J. Hills.
Mr. William Scott returned last
night from a drunrming trip through
thUtoisr awe. (Missouri fcrr Ii,
ware- 
hard-
house.
Manager Thornae
The Kentucky, left
Nashville, Tenn., to
W. Roberts. of
hist night for
visit his mother.
TNE SUR
There came out of the tstinessee
etioe this morning the oestriner Ken-
tucky veliich will lay' (Intl! 5 o'clock
tomorrow attegsoort bet ate getting
away on het eettireetto.ahat,dierotioa.
The Dick Fowler gets out for
Cairo.oltia morning at 8 o'clock and
comes back' tonight.
The Joint S. Hopkins. left yeeter
day -foe Eiransvill and comes back
again tomorrow.
The Joe Fowler comes in tires
morning from Evaneville and leaves
immedieoely on her return that way.
The Richardson leaves. Nashville
tomorrow and gets here Sunday.
She then leaves at noon Monday for
C1arkeville7
Tibe Peters Lee leaves Memphis
this afternoon and reaches 4aere Sun-
day en route to Cincinnati.
The Stacker -Lee gets to Cincin-
nati today and leaves immediately en
/ter return to Memphis.
Pictures, Diplomas, Certificates,
Water and Oil Colors,
Mottos and Calanders
Framed right up to date in five min-
utes time at the
PADUCAH MUSIC STORE
428 Broadway.
CLARK'S SPECIALS
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
Some Good Values on Special at
Clark's Grocery Feb. a and 3.
3 packages Arbuckles' Coffee for soc
3 cans fancy Table Peaches for. soc
3 dos. fresh Country Eggs for ..5oc
3 pounds full Cream Cheese for 5oc
3 cans Ferndell Asparagus, large...
for 
 Ilz.00
3 cans Virginia Main Corn for..25c
O cans 3115 Blackberries for 25C
3 ilb cane Sliced Table Peaches
for 
 25C
3 zit) cans Beauty Brand Aspara-
gus for  
dozen Lemons for  
bottles Maple Syrup for
2Ib cans Tomatoes for  
soc
250
25c
25c
cans Ferndell Sifted Peas for..soc
lbs. Bulk Mince Meat for .....25c
tbs. Bulk Apple Butter for ....25c
cans Silerr Cow Cream for ...zoc
cans Heinz Baked Beans ..25c
cans Thistle Peas for eoc
cans Toni Thumb Peas, extra  eoc
tbs. Evaporated Peaches for .. 35c
packages Perndell Macaroni  250
packages Perndell Spagetti 25e
i lb cans Ferndell Salmon for. soc
tbs. Our 20C Coffee for .., soc
cans Dime Milk for 25c
3 cans Eagle Milk for 4oc
3 nice fat Iliackrel for 25C
3 packages Pan Cake Flour for ac
3 n15. large Black Prunes for  2SC
3 Tbs. Country Dried Apples for 140C
3 lbs. Cut Loaf Sugar for ....,25e
lbC Flake Hominy for zoc
lbs. Hominy Grits for  . .zoc
lbs. Chopped Hcnniny for 'pc
lbs. Barley for 
 zoc
tbs. Powdered Sugar for 25c
boxes Jockey Club Sardines  soc
lbs. Black Eyed Peas for  zoc
boxes Domestic Sardines for  zoc
cakes Fine Toilet Soap for  zoc
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
huis Clark's
POPULAR WANTS
LOST—Old iezeid beacelet between
527 North Sixth street and high-
sohool. Rehm) to Register.
FOR RE1414neroom cottage,
No. 1623 Broadest*. Apply at Reg-
ister office.
FOR RENT—Mooess either furn-
ished or unfurnished, Ai The Inn onNorth Seventh street?, a most desira-
ble location. Appl' Dr. J. G.
Brooks.
THE KENTUCKY
TELEPHONE sell
MATINEE AND NIGHT.
9 _Feb'y 6,
E. Forrester Presents the clever
Comedians
YORKE & ADAMS
in the
MUSICAL COMEDY
Bankers & Brokers
An Optical Treat in Scenery, Can-
bunts, Electric Kffects.
Company of 47- Chours of 3p.
Prices: Matinee, children 23C ;
2.11.7 1 tl, 30C Night prices: 25c, 3sc,
go, 75c and $1 00
Sesta on sale Monday at 9 a. In..
Mrs. N. L Whitesides,
OSTEOPATH
6033, Braidersy
Phones, old rep Near, 761,
S. P. VOICKG. L. 0. STEPHENSON,
PADUCAH UNDERTAKING CO.
UNDERTAKERS AND EMBALMERS
BOTH PHONES
NO. ito
24-205 S' THIRD ST.
PADUCAH, KY
 emateeettiesioroo---soo
.4 al riaairoa.x0
FA. Vaults, Monuments and General Cemetery Work Use
GREEN RIVER VONE
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Notiumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE 'UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS; does not be-
come dark and discolored.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOIMIT. t
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite Stone Works
SOLE AGENT, z6o9 TRIM BLE ST.. PADUCAH, KY.
sememeneelimme seellsweaseleilleelea
0181111Ciqeelie-istg
THE THREE LATEST GAS LAMPS. THEY SAVE GAS BILLS—
THEY SAVE YOUR EYES. ON DISPLAY AT OUR SHOW
ROOMS.
PORCELA. ENAMEL - CLEANSER. IS A WONDER.
Ed D. Hannan
STEAM FITTING. PLUMBING.
Both Phonea sot. :32 South F ourds St., ps Kentucky Avenue.
the Buffet •
107 SOUTH FOURTH STREET
W. C. Gray, proprietor.
FINE OLD WINES AND WHISKIES.
Everything seasonable in the eatable line served to order. Ahas noonday lunch for ss cent..
Paducah Transfer Company
(Inem petaled,)
General Cartage Business,
Superior Facilities for Office
handling Freight, Machinery 2nd and Monroe
And Household Goods. Both 'Phones ii
P.O. Fitzpatrick, Supt.
IL _1
sessw
Abram L. Well &Coe
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boller-
Campbell Block. '
Office Phone 369. - - Residence Phone 736
EXPERT ACCOUNTANT
For Anditt I • Adjusting, Opening
or Closing : its. Shortest and
Simplest Methods. Apply to
JOHN D. SMITH, JR
Expert Accountant, 118 Fraternity Bldg.
THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST Co
Of Paduoith, Kentuckw.
Capital and Surplus $1811roc30:4
Ep P. NOBLE, PRES. 0. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRall.
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER.
Transacts all regular banking business.. Solicits your deposits. Papa it1 Per cent per 'annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety boxes in firsproof vault for rent at $3 to $zo per year as to six. You carry yourt mwskey and no one but yourself has access.
TRAD[WAT[11 COAL LUMP 13C BUSHELN T 120 BUSHEL
PKOMPT LWRY. BOTH PHONES 254
Foot of 
.West -,Kentucky Coal Co.
•
aft
so d rn
Greene—He goes in for clean sport
Reddo-Fond of svrimming, bal.., 
town, this.
min. Ate non sueisort!--Posk
Resident (of Brldgewater)—Oh, not
slow: thn Carnegie IllOry "Is 
It. *Ill cut their friendship!
She—Not if It's a Men little pairof
A Clean Sport.
Statesman. 
sit err scissors with my monogram on.
era'.0111
fit
4
4
•
•
Incorporated.
re neat
yours -.Ass to be ft rosebud lthen It
g1OW."4-Philede1phia4Ledger.
